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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A  beginning  teacher is   confronted  daily with new  and 

challenging classroom situations.     Both consciously  and 

unconsciously sne  develops  an  individual  pattern of behavior 

in dealing  with these   situations.     She has  been exposed  to 

a large  volume of educational   theory  and has had limited 

opportunities  to   apply   this  theory in classroom situations. 

The  question may be   raised of her awareness of the 

relationship between this  educational   theory  and the 

classroom situations which now  confront her.     Before   the 

pattern of  behavior becomes   too rigid,   could  she  be  guided 

to  increase  ner ability   to  apply important  educational 

concepts?     The  researcher believed that  an evaluation 

device  which would help   the   beginning   teacher to   see her 

progress   in developing   the  ability to   apply educational 

concepts  in classroom  situations would be helpful  to  her 

professional growth.     No   such  device   known to   the  researcher 

was  available in the  area of home   economics education. 

Teacher educators  could make  considerable  use  of an 

achievement   test  of this  nature   in their programs of 

instruction.     College   students   enrolled in courses   termed 



Methods of Teaching Home Economics are beginning to develop 

their ability to apply educational concepts.  They have 

additional opportunities to develop this ability during 

their student teaching experiences.  At this time they 

are guided to apply their knowledge and understanding of 

the educational concepts in real situations.  Evaluation 

of the students' progress in developing this ability is 

an integral part of a sound program of instruction. 

Purpose.  The purpose of the present study was to 

develop an achievement test which would measure a teacher's 

ability to apply in hypothetical classroom situations ten 

basic concepts accepted as important by authorities in home 

economics education.  If a teacher understands the 

implications of the concepts and has some skill in using 

them, there shoula be evidence tnat she possesses ability 

to apply this knowledge and understanding in dealing with 

the new problems presentea in hypothetical classroom 

situations on a paper-and-pencil achievement test.  The 

title of the test, "You Are There," suggests the projective 

approach to be used in eliciting the respondent's honest 

reactions to the test situations. 

Philosophy guiding the development of the test.  Both 

an intellectual grasp of the concepts and an understanding 

of their implications for teaching are needed before 

teachers are ready to apply them in their own classroom 



situations.  A committee of college and university examiners 

developed a taxonomy of educational objectives.  They 

placed the class of objectives dealing with application one 

step higher in the hierarchical order than those objectives 

dealing with comprehension.1 The class of objectives 

dealing with comprehension are, in turn, higher than those 

objectives dealing with recognition or recall of knowledge. 

A list of the classes of educational objectives placed in 

hierarchical order by this Committee appears as follows: 

Knowledge 
Comprehension 
Application 
Analysis 
Synthesis 
Evaluation ^ 

Each class of objectives makes use of and is built 

on the behaviors found in the preceding classes.  Thus, in 

the Handbook eaited by Bloom we read, 

...problems requiring a knowledge of principles and 
concepts are correctly answered more frequently than 
problems requiring both knowledge of tne principle and 
some ability to apply it in new situations.3 

Definition of educational beliefs in terms of 

behaviors is an important step in the process of evaluation. 

A major objective in eaucation is to change behavior in a 

desirable direction.  If the educational concepts are 

^Benjamin S. Bloom, e_t al., Taxonomy of haucational 
Objectives  (New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1956), 
P. IB.  

-Ibid. 3Ibid., p. 19. 



effectively taught  in college methods  courses,   the  student 

teacher or beginning   teacher should be   able   to apply  them 

in her own classroom situations.     Tyler pointed out   that 

evaluation involves  getting evidence  about  behavior changes 

in the   students,   ana   that more   than one  appraisal   is 

aesirable   to  identify  changes that may be   occurring and 

which indicate whether or not desirable  objectives   are 

realized.       If the  students in home   economics  courses 

in metnods of teaching have changed  their behavior  in a 

desirable   airection,   they   should exhibit  some  evidence   of 

this   achievement   through   effective   classroom teaching as 

they  apply the  important  educational concepts.     An 

evaluation device  which would give   an accurate  appraisal 

of this   achievement,   therefore,   would take  into  account   the 

behavior  to  be  expected if the   concepts   are   being   applied 

effectively. 

Relation of present  study  to   larger project.     A 

series  of research projects having  the ultimate purpose   of 

improving  classroom teaching have  been conducted  recently 

at The  Woman1s College,  University of North Carolina. 

Current   research  work  by members of  the   School of Home 

Economics,   Education Area,   at this  institution had direct 

^■Ralph W.   Tyler,   Basic Principles of Curriculum 
and Instruction     (Chicago:   University of Chicago  Press, 
l9F0),   PP.   69-78. 



influence on the present study.  During the school year 

1959-1960 a research project was conducted to determine 

which concepts in home economics education are most widely 

accepted by leaders in the field.5 The researchers formu- 

lated thirty-seven concepts which were potentially 

important in home economics education.  These concepts 

were organized into a questionnaire to wnich reactions 

were secured from a sample of home economics teacher 

educators and supervisors throughout the United States. 

The ten concepts ranked as most important by these 

authorities in home economics education were arbitrarily 

selected for use in the present study.  These ten concepts 

are listed in descending order of importance as follows: 

1. Teacning methods should be selected on the basis 
of their effectiveness in bringing about desired 
pupil development. 

2. Classroom activities should be provided which 
can carry over into the pupil's personal and 
home experiences. 

3. Pupils should be guided to evaluate their own 
progress toward personal goals. 

Ij..  The homemaking program should deal with 
attitudes, interests, habits, understandings 
and appreciations as well as abilities. 

5. A class should evaluate from time to time its 
progress toward group goals. 

6. A teacher should continuously evaluate her own 
progress as a person and as a teacher. 

?Hildegarde Jonnson, e_t al., "Our Educational 
Beliefs", Journal of Home Economics, LIII (March, I960) 
PP. 175-17^ 



7. Discussions   and other  learning  experiences  in 
horaemaking  classes   should nelp  pupils   to  better 
understand  their own behavior and  tne  behavior 
of other people. 

8. The horaemaking teacher   should   attempt   to  guide 
each pupil  in such   a way that his progress  is 
satisfactory  in relation to his initial   skill 
and ability. 

9. Democratic  procedures   should be used in the 
homemaking  classroom. 

10.     In all  areas   of the homemaking program pupils 
shoula be   stimulated to independent   thinking." 

Studies  begun in  the   school year 1959-1960  were 

continued in  an  attempt   to  determine how well   these  concepts 

were   being applied in home  economics   classrooms  and to 

determine where   teacher educators   shoulo   concentrate   their 

efforts   toward improving present programs  of instruction. 

The  purpose   of the  first of these   studies,   by  Glawson, 

was   to  appraise   the   status of   the   application of three  of 

these concepts in classroom teaching in schools  in a  small 

area around Greensboro,   North  Carolina.'     This   evaluation 

was   done   through observation  in the   classroom,   analyzing 

pupil questionnaires,   ana tape  recording  an interview with 

the   teacher.     The   concepts  studied were  numbers one,   two 

and   seven. 

A   second   study,   by Godwin,   dealt with discovering 

6Ibid.,   pp.   176-176. 

7f3arbara Nelle   Clawson,   "Appraisal   of Home Economics 
Teachers1   Ability to  Apply Three  Basic   Concepts of Home 
Economics Education"   (Master's   thesis   in progress, 
Consolidated University  of North Carolina,   Greensboro,   1962) 



some strengths and needs which are recognized by home 

economics teachers in North Carolina in their efforts to 

apply these concepts." The teachers were asked to react 

directly to statements of the concepts which had been 

arranged in questionnaire form and mailed to tnem.  Their 

responses indicated their recognized needs and strengths in 

relation to each concept. 

A status study of high school home economics 

programs in North Carolina is being conducted by Curry.^ 

The project grew out of a national study in which high 

school home economics programs were appraised, with the 

researcher analyzing the North Carolina data.  These 

findings are being evaluated by comparing them with 

recommendations of home economics educators.  The findings 

will indicate such things about high school programs of 

home economics in North Carolina as (1) the extent of home 

economics offerings,(2) the division of time among the 

various phases of home economics, (3) enrollments at each 

grade level in vocational and non-vocational programs and 

Helen Miller Godwin, ".Educational Concepts Which 
home iiconomics Teachers in North Carolina Accept and Believe 
They Apply" (unpublished Master's thesis, Consolidated 
University of North Carolina, Greensboro, North Carolina, 
1961). 

^Helen Lanning Curry, "Appraisal of Home Economics 
Programs in Secondary Schools in North Carolina" (Master's 
thesis in progress, Consolidated University of North 
Carolina, Greensboro, 1962). 



(J+)   strength  of the  adult programs,   the   FHA club programs, 

and the home   experience programs. 

Limitations.     There were  certain limitations which 

affected  the  techniques and procedures used in the  present 

study.     Due  to   the parallel   studies   being made in the   same 

institution,   the   sample of teachers   in North Carolina who 

were asked to   cooperate in the present  study was   not  as 

random as   those  used in the  other   two   studies.     The purpose 

of   the present   study,   however,   did not   demand as  represen- 

tative   sample   as  the  parallel   studies. 

The  researcher made  an effort  to  constract   test  items 

in   such  a way   that content validity would be   satisfactory. 

The   emphasis  of the present research was on  the 

reliability of the test and recommendations   for  changes 

based on an item analysis  of teachers'   responses.     Several 

revisions   of  the  test   will  be   recommended for further test 

analysis. 

Special  uses of terms  in the  present   study. 

Concept:     One  of the   ten concepts  selected from the 
1959-1960   researcn project   conducted at   the Woman's 
College,   University of North Carolina. 

Test  Situation:     A hypothetical   classroom situation 
followed by  five   or more   statements of teacher or pupil 
behaviors. 

Test Item:     One of  the   numbered   statements   following 
each   test   situation. 

. 



Students:  College students majoring In home 
economics education who were asked to participate in 
earlier stages of the test development. 

Supervising Teacners:  Home economics teachers who 
were supervising student teachers and who were asked to 
react to the trial form of the objective test. 

Teachers: Tne sample group of 150 high school home 
economics teachers in North Carolina who were asked to 
react to tne items in "You Are There". 



CHAPTER  II 

REVIEW OP THE  LITERATURE 

Literature   concerning progress   in the   area  of 

testing  for educational  achievement  and a  few   studies   in 

which  suitable   instruments were   developea for testing 

achievement  of teachers-in-training were  reviewed   for  the 

present   study.     The  lack of adequate   instruments   of this 

nature  became   apparent  as the   researcher reviewed recent 

literature  in the   area of home   economics  education. 

A  test   is   effective   or Ineffective  only in relation 

to   its  particular purpose.     While  tests  are  often used  for 

more   than one purpose,   such tests do   not offer maximum 

effectiveness   for any purpose   except   that   for which the 

test was   constructed.     Once   the  test  purpose  is   decided, 

the  desirable   and  appropriate   test  characteristics   can be 

determined and  considered in  the   construction of  the   test. 

The  general  characteristics   of a good   test  are   validity, 

reliability,   discriminative power and  appropriate   difficulty 

level. 
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I.  PROGRESS IN THE AREA OF" ACHIEVEMENT TESTING 

An educational achievement test has been described 

by Lindquist as a 

...device or procedure for assigning numerals 
(measures) to the individuals in a given group indica- 
tive of the various degrees to which an educational 
objective or set of objectives has been realized by 
those individuals....A test of any objective may be 
regarded as consisting in part of a situation or series 
of situations designed to elicit the desired behavior, 
or some other behavior which is presumably related to 
and will, therefore, predict the desired behavior, and 
in part of a procedure for assigning numerals to the 
properties of the behavior thus elicited, or to the 
product of that behavior1. 

The researcher viewed the purpose of the present test as an 

attempt to create a series of situations in a paper-and- 

pencil test which would require a teacher to apply her 

knowledge and comprehension of basic concepts, therefore 

providing evidence of her probable success in handling the 

various problems in a classroom situation. 

Lindquist defined two kinds of measurement, direct 

and indirect.  A type of direct measurement of an educa- 

tional objective would be to observe teachers during actual 

periods of teaching in order to evaluate their progress 

toward consistent application of educational concepts. 

What the teacher does in the classroom is consiaered 

criterion behavior.  An example of indirect measurement of 

^Everet P. Lindquist, Educational Measurement 
(Washington: American Council on Education^ 1951)» P« llj.2. 
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an educational objective would be the use of a paper-and- 

pencil test in which descriptions of hypothetical classroom 

situations substitute for the criterion behavior.  The 

present study deals witn indirect measurement of progress 

toward a major objective in home economics education. 

The most suitable type of achievement test for the 

present study was described by Lindquist as a "verbalized 

behavior" type of test.-  Whenever the criterion behavior 

series, such as actual classroom teaching situations, is 

impractical to reproduce or to simulate, the "verbalized 

behavior" type of test may serve as an acceptable and 

practicable substitute, and might do so even though the 

criterion series could be employed.  Lindquist mentioned 

the possibility of educators using this type of test with 

teacher candidates to collect evidence of behavioral 

patterns they believe they would follow in handling 

descriptive situations.3 Test constructors have only 

begun to exploit the potentialities of this very promising 

type of test. 

A taxonomy of educational objectives has been 

developed by a committee of college and university 

examiners.^- The taxonomy can serve many purposes in 

improving educational achievement tests.  The taxonomy 

2Ibid., p. 11+1, 3lbid., p. 150. 

14-Benjamin  S.   Bloom,   et   al.,   Taxonomy of Educational 
Objectives   (New York:   David McKay Company,   Inc.,   195b), 
pp.   1-207. 
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consists of the definition of major types of educational 

objectives and their organization into a hierarchy which 

is descriptive of the complexity of the objectives and 

relationships among them.5 

Educational objectives were classified into three 

major categories:  the cognitive, the affective, and the 

psychomotor.  The committee defined the cognitive domain as 

including "...those objectives which aeal with the recall 

or recognition of knowledge and the development of intel- 

lectual abilities and skills."^ The affective domain 

includes objectives which describe emotional rather than 

purely intellectual behaviors.  This behavior denotes 

changes in interest and attitudes and values, the develop- 

ment of appreciations, and adequate adjustment.  The 

psychomotor domain is described as the manipulative or 

motor-skill area.  Many objectives which are held as 

important in home economics education would be classified 

in the affective domain.  It has been difficult to describe 

the behaviors related to these objectives, since the 

covert feelings are as significant for this domain as are 

the overt manifestations of behavior.  Thus it stands to 

reason tnat testing for progress toward achievement of 

these objectives has been, and still is, a complex problem. 

3 Cf. ante, p. 3» ^Bloom, 0£. cit., p. 28. 



Ik 
A handbook for the cognitive domain nas been prepared. 

This handbook includes constructive suggestions for measur- 

ing each class of objectives and offers specific examples 

of the aifferent item types whicn have been used by 

examiners.  Once the objectives for all domains have been 

classified, teachers and test authors working on evaluation 

problems can refer in the handbook to the discussions of the 

problems of measuring such objectives.  The availability 

of such a handbook for reference should encourage further 

progress in the area of achievement testing. 

There are many standardized achievement tests for 

measuring progress toward cognitive objectives in the 

various subject matter areas.  Efforts of test builders 

have been directed toward the development of such tests. 

Lindquist emphasized progress that has been made in the 

technical improvements and refinements of those tests 

measuring achievement of cognitive objectives. He 

deplored the serious derth of tests which measure attainment 

of affective objectives.' 

II.  MEASURING CHARACTERISTICS OF A TEST 

Item construction.  The major problem in developing 

a test is the construction of appropriate items.  There has 

been a tendency to minimize the importance of item 

^Lindquist, o£. cit., p. 12i+. 
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construction and to rely heavily upon item selection 

techniques in the development of a good test.  This 

tendency may be due to the difficulty involved in item 

writing and editing and the relative ease with which an 

item analysis may be completed.  Ingenious statistical 

techniques are valuable guides in developing a final test 

form, but they can never replace the scholarsnip, ingenuity, 

and painstaking efforts of the item writer.8 When a 

"verbalized behavior" type of test is constructed the 

researcher desires to structure the situation so that the 

respondent reproduces the thought processes involved in 

behaving in the real life situation.  The best possible 

substitute for observing the behavior in a real life 

situation is desired. 

Ebel indicated that the problem of item writing, 

which is essentially a creative process, has been neglected 

in the literature on testing." He considered item writing 

an art requiring an uncommon combination of skills for 

which no set of rules can apply.  Ebel expressed the kind 

of creativity required of test constructors in this way: 

...excellence in item writing demands....imagination 
and ingenuity in the invention of situations that 
require exactly the desired knowledge and abilities. 
It demands ability to identify the crucial element in 
each problem situation so that the corresponding item 
will be as direct and concise as possible.  Most of 
all, it demands skill and judgment.... 

"87 bla., p. 266. 9lblo., P. 188. 
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The test constructor must have critically supervised 

practice to develop these abilities and to apply sound 

principles and suggestions that aetermine whether good 

items or mediocre ones will be produced.  The specific 

abilities requirea for the successful writing of educational 

achievement tests can be summarized in general terms.  They 

include thorough mastery of subject matter, 8 well-aeveloped 

set of educational values which are operative, an understand- 

ing of the individuals for whom the test is intended, 

mastery of verbal communication, and familiarity with the 

special tecnniques of item writing.  hbel said that in the 

past these high standards for item writing have not 

generally been met. 

One of the most difficult problems facing the item 

writer, Ebel pointed out, is the production and selection 

of ideas upon which test items may be based.  Chance ideas 

and inspirations, as well as appropriate materials, 

stimulate this process of producing item ideas.  The writer 

must use discriminating juagment in tne selection of item 

ideas consiaering their appropriateness, importance, and 

probably discriminating ability.10 

Some kinds of items are more difficult to construct 

than others.  It is relatively easy to develop items 

measuring recall of information and successively more 

10 Ibid., p. 191. 
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difficult to develop items measuring comprehension, the 

application of knowledge, and the ability to make sound 

Judgments based on a body of knowledge. 

The desired level and range of difficulty of test 

items should receive careful attention and technical consi- 

aeration before attempts are made to construct items. 

Vaughn pointed out that "primary factors affecting the 

difficulty of an item are the nature of its content and 

the type of behavior it requires of the examinee". 1 

Vaughn reminded those who construct tests to consider the 

influence of the item form and the directions to the 

examinees on item difficulty.  Subjective judgment in 

estimating item difficulty at the stage of item construction 

is to be encouraged, Vaughn pointed out.12 

Item selection.  The try-out form of the test usually 

contains more items than will be needed in the final form. 

Items are selected on the basis of their difficulty and 

tneir discriminating power.  Item difficulty will be 

discussed first followed by tecnniques used to determine 

discriminating power. 

The most obvious expression of item difficulty and 

the only one used by test constructors is the per cent of 

the tryout group that marks the item correctly.  Davis 

11Ibid., p. 17i+. 
12Ibid., p. 171*.. 
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recommended three  formulas  for computing per cent  of correct 

responses.13    He  stated  that  difficulty indices   are  extremely 

reliable   when based on samples as   large   as 1+00.     For con- 

venience,   however,   estimates of the  per cents  are   frequently 

based on data obtainea from only the highest  and lowest   27 

per cent   of the   sample.     Davis  cautioned  the   test   construc- 

tor that   it is   important   to  consider  the  problem of 

correcting measures  of item difficulty  for failure  of some 

examinees   to read and respond  to   some  items.     He   discussed 

at length   techniques   to use  in correction  for guessing  and 

adjustment of the  formulas  for omissions  of items. 

Test constructors nave  recognized for many years   the 

importance   of determining  the   contribution  that  each item 

makes   to  the discriminating power  of a  test.     If the 

relative  value   of each item were  known,   the   test  constructor 

could   select only the  best  for inclusion in the   final   form 

of the   test.     A wide  variety of ingenious   statistical 

procedures have   been devised  to  provice  aiscrimination 

indices.     These   procedures   differ greatly  in the  amount 

of labor  they require.     Among  these   are   graphic methods, 

critical  ratios,   chi   square,   point   biserial   r,   the   biserial 

r,   the   tetrachoric  r,   and  the  phi   coefficient.     Davis   said, 

"The   choice  among these  depends partly on the purpose   for 

which  the  test  and the  item analysis  data  are   to   be used, 

13Ibid.,   p.   280. 
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partly on the convenience with which each statistic serves 

that purpose, and partly on the ease and economy of 

computation required by the practical circumstances.1^ 

Total scores on the test are used as the criterion 

measures with which the individual items in the test are 

correlated.  The relationships between the total scores 

and item scores are referred to as internal-consistency 

item discrimination indices.  Davis said, "The fact that 

some items prove to have more discriminating ability than 

others means that for the group tested they are better 

measures of whatever the whole test actually measures."^ 

For all procedures of item analysis, an upper and 

lower group must be identified.  The upper group is 

composed of persons who score high on the test, and lower 

group of those who score low.  Kelley demonstrated 

mathematically that the best proportions to use of the 

tails of the criterion distribution are 27 per cent in the 

upper group and 27 per cent in the lower group.^° Davis 

said that omission of the middle I4.6 per cent of the 

distribution is justified by the fact that 

"since the magnitude of a correlation coefficient 
is determined by extreme cases to a much greater 
extent than by cases near the middle of the bivariate 
surface, an estimate of the coefficient may be 
obtained...by utilizing only the data in the tails 

J-^Ibld., p. 289. J-^Ibid., p. 286. 

!6T. L. Kelley, "The Selection of Upper and Lower 
Groups for the Validation of Test Items," (Journal of 
Educational Psychology, Vol. 30, 1939), pp. 17-2U- 
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of the two distributions."1^ 

The computation of biserial correlation coefficients 

is laborious and time consuming.  Flanagan and Kelley 

developed a simpler formula for approximating the biserial 

coefficient.  Later Flanagan published an abbreviated table 

of the biserial correlation coefficients.1^ 

Reliability. How accurately and consistently a test 

measures what it is supposed to measure may be designated 

as the test reliability.  A joint Committee on Test 

Standards of three professional research organizations 

described three kinds of measures of reliability: 

coefficient of internal consistency, coefficient of 

equivalence, and coefficient of stability. " 

The coefficient of internal consistency, which is 

the most commonly used measure of reliability, may be 

computed by using the split-half method or the analysis of 

variance method.  The split-half method requires the 

subdivision of a single test into two presumably equivalent 

groups of items, scoring each separately, and correlating 

17Llndquist, op_. cit., p. 297. 
1^Kelen M. Walker and Joseph Lev, Statistical 

Inference (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1953) > PP« lj-72- 
vrr.  

i^Joint Committee of AERA, APA, and NCMUE, "Tech- 
nical Recommendations for Psychological Tests and Diagnostic 
Techniques" (Washington:  American Psychological Association, 
Inc., 1951*-)» P. 28. 
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the resulting two scores.  The amount of agreement estimates 

the reliability of the half test which can be converted to 

an estimate of the reliability of the total test by 

application of the Spearman-Brown formula.20 This means 

of determining test reliability was considered most suitable 

for use in the present study.  The analysis of variance 

method may be described as an analysis of the variance 

among individual items, and the determination of the error 

variance therefrom.  This general approach is similar to 

that of subdiviaing a test, but analysis of variance is 

not applicable to a test which involves the element of 

speed and which is administered with a single time limit. 

It is implicitly assumed that the individual has attempted 

eacn item because consistency of performance cannot be 

evaluated unless the subject had an opportunity to read 

and attempt each item.21 

The coefficient of equivalence is computed when two 

equivalent forms of the test are available for administra- 

tion. Both forms of the test are administered to the same 

people at the same time. This type of reliability measure 

lends itself to direct and simple interpretation, attribu- 

ting the proportion of variance of any test score 

20Lindquist, o£. cit., pp. 579-80. 

21lbid., pp. 586-87. 
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distribution to systematic differences between individuals 

and not to chance errors. 

The coefficient of stability is computed when two 

forms of the test are given with an intervening period of 

time, or the same test is submitted to the same person 

after an intervening period of time.  An individual should 

receive the same score every time on a perfectly reliable 

test unless there has been progress in learning during 

the test-retest interval. 

Certain factors affect test reliability.  The first 

of these is the length of the test.  In general, the longer 

a test is, the more reliable it is.  Increasing the length 

of a test, however, does not increase the reliability if 

the additional material has lower item reliability. 

Another factor affecting test reliability is the 

condition under which the items are administered.  Thorndike 

states that, "any variation in testing conditions from one 

test administration to another may be expected to be a 

source of variance in test performance.  This variance must 

be considered error variance and will have the effect of 

reducing the reliability of the test.',23 This reduction 

of reliability due to variations in testing conditions will 

take place only if a test-retest coefficient of reliability 

22Ibid., p. $61. 

23ibid., p. 603. 
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is   computed.     Thorndike   said that   variation in testing 

conditions  may  operate   to raise   split-test   coefficients   of 

reliability. 

The   discussion of reliability   cannot be  concluded 

without mentioning  the   nature of  reliability in connection 

with  chance  error.     There  is  always   some  degree  of 

unreliability  in any  set of measurements  if the unit of 

measurement is   fine  enough.     As  reliability is  increased, 

unreliability is  decreased,   and  the   set of measurements   can 

be used as   a more   reliable  and   sound basis   for judgments.2^- 

III.      RESEARCH   STUDIES HAVING   IMPLICATIONS   FOR  THE  PRESENT   STUDY 

The  purpose   of a   study by Roberts was   to   develop   an 

evaluation device   to  discover if students  enrolled in 

Methods of Teaching Home  Economics understood basic 

principles   to   the   extent   that  they could apply tnem in 

written problem situations.   -p    The Application of Principles 

Test presented hypothetical   teaching problems,   with 

suggested   solutions,   and a list  of reasons   to  support  the 

solutions.     Roberts   supported  the purpose  of her  study by 

stating that a  teacher's   judgment   and  ability to make 

decisions   are   tested each  time   she   is   confronted with a 

2%bld.,   pp.   560-63. 

25Ada  Prances Roberts,   "The  Application of Educational 
Principles   by Home  Economics  Education Majors"   (Unpublished 
Master's  thesis,   University of Georgia,   Athens,   1951). 
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problem situation in teaching.     To meet   these  problems 

successfully,   the  teacher needs   an understanding of the 

basic   educational principles  involved. 

Before  developing test items Roberts   reviewed 

principles of education listed in home   economics literature, 

and developed problem situations  related to   these  principles. 

When constructing problem  situations,   Roberts   relied on her 

own teaching  experience and  the  observations  of other 

teachers as  well as   suggestions   and ideas   from home 

economics professors  and stuaent   teachers. 

A tentative   form of the  test which  included   three 

kinds of items was  constructed.     The   first   section  consisted 

of only one   item,   an example  of  the  item form desired for 

the   final test.     This   sample  item included   a description 

of  a problem  situation,   three tentative   solutions   to  the 

problem with  space  allowed   for a written  alternative 

solution,   and  a group  of seven reasons  with  spaces   for 

additional  reasons.     Section two   contained   eight problem 

situations  and directions  for the  respondent  to   (1)   choose 

five   situations  and present   an appropriate   solution  for 

each,   and  (2)   write   a  reason or reasons   to   support  each 

solution.     Reasons were   to   include   the   statement of one   or 

more  educational principles.     The  third   section  consisted 

of three  problem situations  with  the  following directions: 

(1)   study two  of the   situations,   (2)   state   one  good  feature 

about each  situation,   (3)   state   one poor feature  about  each 
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situation and (I4.) give a reason or reasons, including one or 

more   educational  principles  for eacn  statement. 

This   tentative   test  form was  given  to   two home 

economics   education classes  at   the University of Georgia. 

Their responses were used to  construct   test items   similar 

to the  one  described in the  first  section of  the   tentative 

test.     Roberts   added  seven problem situations   and prepared 

a scoring key which indicated  correct  solutions  and  correct 

reasons   supporting the   solutions. 

This  form of the   test was   submitted to   thirty-two 

home   economics   education majors.     Their  comments for 

improvements  were   requested after  the  test had been 

administered.     Several  kinds of test  data were   compiled 

and  summarized. 

Roberts   found that correct  solutions were  chosen 

frequently while   appropriate reasons,   including the 

principles,   we^   ~.hosen less  frequently.     The   appropriate 

principles  were   axso  chosen quite   frequently.     Of the 

twenty-four principles used,   only four were   selected 

correctly by  all  of the persons   at  each test period.     This 

suggests   that   basic principles  had not been adequately 

emphasized  to   the  point of application in previous  home 

economics  education courses.     The  test was   suggested for use 

with undergraduate home  economics education majors,   includ- 

ing transfers,   with  student   teachers,   and with graduate 

home   economics majors  before  planning their courses   of study. 
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Brown was also concerned with evaluating ability of 

home economics teachers to apply certain principles, those 

related to the developmental needs of adolescent girls.26 

The purpose of the study was to develop paper-and-pencil 

tests which would measure the ability of teacners to 

recognize ana apply principles concerned with human growth 

and development of adolescents. 

The first of two tests developed was called a 

Recognition of Principles Test.  A group of 123 principles 

which were related to the physiological, social, and 

integrative needs of adolescents were selected from the 

literature.  Pour judges unanimously agreed on the prin- 

ciples selected. 

These principles were then used to develop a short- 

answer type of test, with a three-level choice of response: 

(a) true for almost every adolescent,(b) true for many 

adolescents and (c) true for very few adolescents.  The jury 

of judges responded to each item to determine the correct 

level of response.  Agreement was 100 per cent on those 

items which were retained.  The test was scored by assigning 

a value of one to each right answer. 

The second test, called "The Case of Jacqueline 

Oroner," was designed to measure the ability of teachers to 

26Sara Ann Brown, "Techniques for Evaluating the 
Ability of Teachers to Apply Principles Concerned with the 
Developmental Needs of Adolescent Girls" (Unpublished 
Doctor' s dissertation, University of Iowa, Ames, 191+.9) . 
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apply principles (1) when interpreting data descriptive of 

adolescents who had problems and (2) when selecting 

educational means for helping pupils with these problems. 

One comprehensive case study compiled from aata in a 

cumulative record of a hi?h school girl was chosen from a 

group of 165 case studies.  The case study of Jacqueline 

Croner, followea by questions, was used as an essay form 

of the test with home economics teachers and college 

seniors majoring in home economics eaucation.  Their 

responses were used to make statements which explained 

Jacqueline's behavior and wnich proposed educational means 

for helping ner with her problems.  Their responses also 

were used to discover misconceptions which teachers and 

future teachers have about causes of behavior ana ways to 

help adolescents solve their problems. These statements 

became the lkl\-  items in the short-answer form of Test B, 

"The Case of Jacqueline Croner."  Brown selectea a three- 

point scale for recording group reactions: agree, uncertain, 

and disagree. 

These tests were first administered at West Virginia 

University to several trial groups of home economics 

teachers and senior home economics education majors to 

discover difficulties in administration, vocabulary, time 

and overall clarity.  Eighty-eight West Virginia home 

economics teachers were then selected to participate in 

the study.  These were teachers whom the writer could visit 
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and observe,   and with whom she   coula have   conferences. 

Materials were   sent  to   the   teachers   in   the   following 

sequence: 

1. The  essay form of Test  B,   "The   Case  of Jacqueline 
Croner". 

2. The   short-answer form of Test   B,   "The Case  of 
Jacqueline   Croner". 

3. Test A,   the  Recognition of Principles Test. 

Reliability  coefficients  were   computea  for Tests A 

and B,   using odd and even items   in half-tests  for 

correlation between  scores.     The   coefficients  of 

reliability were  satisfactory   in  each test. 

Measures  of validity and item analyses   were   computed 

for each test.     Validity was   found to  be   satisfactory  for 

eacn  test  and few revisions were  necessary  for  items  in 

either  test.     Brown concludea  that  one   case   study was 

satisfactory  as  a  sample   of a  teacher's   ability  to   apply 

principles in this  area. 



CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURE FOR DEVELOPING THE TEST 

An attempt was made in this study to develop an 

achievement test which would measure a home economics 

teacher's ability to apply certain accepted educational 

concepts.  An evaluation device of this type could serve 

many purposes for teacher educators and for researchers 

in home economics. 

The researcher investigated a variety of procedures 

for developing test items.  Throughout the development of 

the test there was concern for selecting procedures which 

measured the teacher's ability to apply concepts, rather 

than merely to recall or comprehend the concepts.  Compre- 

hension may be assumed when there is evidence that a 

teacher can apply the concept successfully.  It is tne 

teacher's ability to apply concepts which is important if 

the quality of teaching is to be improved. 

I.  ITEM CONSTRUCTION 

Determining test content.  The first step in develop- 

ing the test was to select the educational concepts which 

would determine the test content.  The researcher realized 
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that the finished test would be more useful in college 

classes if responses from the stuaents could be completed 

in one class period.  In addition, better cooperation 

woula be secured from teachers who were asked to respond 

to the test as a basis for securing norms and measures of 

reliability if the test were not too long.  For these 

reasons it was necessary to limit the area of test content. 

The ten educational beliefs1 wMch were ranked as most 

important by the authorities in home economics education 

wno cooperated in an earlier study2 were selected for use 

in the present study. 

As a second step the ten concepts were defined in 

terms of pupil and teacher behaviors.  This step is in line 

with Tyler's emphasis on defining educational objectives 

in terms of behavior changes to be expectea if the desirable 

pupil development is achieved.-* To illustrate more fully 

the implications of these beliefs, it was necessary to 

define them with positive and negative behavioral implica- 

tions, that is, by describing what the teacher would do if 

she believed in the concept and what she woulc avoid doing 

Cf. ante, p. 5. 
2Hildegarde Johnson, et  al., "Our Educational 

Beliefs", Journal of Home Economics, LIII (Karch, I960) 
pp. 175-17B": 

3fialph W. Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum 
and Instruction, (Chicago:  University of Chicago Press, 
T9T0), pp. 69-?8. 
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if she effectively applied the concepts.  Tnese lists of 

behavioral implications for each of the ten concepts were 

compiled by recording incidents from the researcher's 

previous teaching experience and interpreting illustrations 

of classroom situations from numerous references.  Some of 

the original statements were combined after considering the 

reactions of college students and staff members in home 

economics education.  Some statements were revised or 

restated, and new implications of tne concepts for pupil 

or teacher benavior were added. 

Another important step in the development of the test 

was the identification of situations in which the above 

behaviors for the selected concepts might be observed. 

Obviously these situations would be largely classroom 

situations. 

A thira step in developing tr.e test was the selection 

of the form of the test items to be used in the completed 

test.  The decision was made to use an objective item form 

involving a hypothetical classroom situation followed by 

statements of alternative teacher or pupil behaviors. 

Some of the statements of the teacher or pupil behaviors 

should indicate mistakes that are typical of classroom 

situations.M- 

U-Hester Chadderdon, e_t al., "Development of Paper 
and Pencil Tests to Evaluate the Ability to Apply Generali- 
zations in Home Economics"(Des Moines:  State of Iowa, 
1947), p. 10. 
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Stating questions in subjective   form.     An essay or 

open-end question approach was   selected as an  appropriate 

procedure   for  obtaining written descriptions  of behavioral 

implication for the  ten concepts  from college   students. 

This was an important   step,   since  it   is  very  difficult   to 

foresee  all the  kinds  of mistakes  which  beginning teachers 

might make,   and   to  state  them in their  language  as plausible 

reactions  to  a test  situation. 

Several   forms   of essay questions  were  used  to   secure 

student  expressions of behaviors.     Responses   to  items of 

each form were   secured   from home  economics   students   in 

Methods of Teaching Home Economics  at  The  Woman's  College, 

University  of North Carolina.     The  reactions   from the 

college   students  were   anonymous   in each trial  approach  to 

encourage   fuller  cooperation and more  accurate  responses. 

This procedure   seemed   especially helpful with  the  open-end 

questions.     Wherever feasible,   the   students  were   asked   to 

respond to   only  the number of questions   they  could comfort- 

ably answer within an hour. 

The   first   essay  questions  were  direct   statements  of 

the   educational  concepts.     Each  concept  was  followed by a 

question in wnich the   student was  asked whether or not   she 

accepted it.     If her response was  negative,   she  was  asked 

to   support her decision with reasons.     If her response  was 

affirmative,   she  was   asked  to list  examples of how  a home 

economics   teacher might put  that particular concept  into 
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practice in classroom situations.  An example of this 

approach is as follows: 

Do you believe that teaching methods snould be 
selected on the basis of their effectiveness in bringing 
about desired pupil development?  If no, why?  If yes, 
what are some examples of how a teacher coula put this 
belief into practice? 

Interpretations by stuaents of the concepts in 

practical situations provided many useful ideas for 

developing hypothetical classroom situations and alterna- 

tive reaction statements.  This approach, however, was not 

as helpful as had been anticipated in obtaining descriptions 

of the behavioral implications. 

The second form of essay question was identical with 

the first except that the respondent was askeo to describe 

the pupils' behavior as well as the teacher's behavior in 

cases where the concept was accepted.  A question was 

stated in the following manner for each of the ten concepts: 

Do you believe that democratic procedures should 
be used in the homemaking classroom, yes or no?  If 
no, why?  If yes, wnat are some examples of how a 
teacher or the pupils would benave if tne teacher 
believed this to be important? 

The example cited was designed to solicit their 

opinions of behavioral implications for the application of 

the concept, "Democratic proceoures shoula be used in the 

homemaking classroom." These responses, stated in the 

language of the students, were used to supplement the 

growing lists of behavioral implications for each of the 

ten selected educational concepts. 
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A third form of question was used to obtain the 

reactions of students on how a teacher would behave in 

classroom situations if she dia not apply an appropriate 

educational concept.  Such student responses woula be 

helpful in designing statements which would be plausible 

yet undesirable or irrelevant reactions to follow the 

situations.  The students were presented direct statements 

of the selected concepts, prefaced by the following remarks: 

Below are listed four eaucational beliefs held as 
important by the leaders in the area of home economics 
education.  Under eacn theory (or belief) please 
aescribe some of the negative behaviors of a teacner 
who does not apply this belief in her home economics 
classes. 

Reactions were recorded for all ten of the concepts, and 

the responses were incorporated into the test situations 

and growing list of behavioral descriptions. 

A fourth essay-type question was used experimentally 

with the students in the college methods classes, an 

approach more nearly resembling the form desired for items 

in the completed test.  The difference in this approach, 

as compared to those used earlier, was to withhold any 

direct statement of the concept being tested, but to use 

a hypothetical classroom situation based on an opportunity 

to apply one or more of the ten concepts.  One of the 

hypothetical situations used to obtain student responses 

was: 

Miss Curtis has in her 10th grade class a student 
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named Sue who has an I. Q. of 95, does D  work in 
general in her nigh school classes and averaged D work 
in her first year home economics class.  Sue comes 
from a home where the family aoesn't own a sewing 
machine, so she has done no sewing since her 9th grade 
home economics class.  Miss Curtis also has in the same 
class a 10th grade student named Carol who has an I. Q. 
of 118, has maintained a 3+ in her high school work, 
and had a B average in her 9th grade home economics 
class.  Carol's family owns a sewing machine and Carol 
has made a few simple garments during her summer 
vacation.  The class is approaching a unit on sewing. 
Should Miss Curtis expect the same quality in the 
finished garments of the girls?  Why? 

This situation was designed to secure student inter- 

pretations of the appropriate behavior for the teacher who 

applied concept number eight, "The homemaking teacher 

should attempt to guide each pupil in such a way that his 

progress is satisfactory in relation to his initial skill 

and ability." An entire class of twenty-four students 

responded to this situation.  Many of the responses were 

lengthy and results were awkward to tabulate, yet this type 

of question seemed to be most helpful in stating items. 

In summary, all of the open-end statements and essay 

questions were valuable as steps in gathering information 

for construction of objective test items.  Each hypothetical 

classroom situation was to be followed by alternative 

teacher or pupil behaviors.  Statements written by students 

were helpful in designing the alternative behavior state- 

ments to follow each situation.  The misconceptions they 

expressed were especially helpful in designing plausible 

yet undesirable behavioral statements to various situations 
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in testing the respondents' ability to discriminate between 

correct and incorrect responses. The subjective approaches 

were helpful, also, to the author in aesigning hypothetical 

classroom situations that teachers currently encounter. 

II.  DEVELOPMENT OF THE OBJECTIVE 
FORM OP TEST ITEMS 

An objective form of test items had been proposed 

early in the study in which a teacher would be asked to 

project herself into a realistic situation and decide what 

she would do. 

Choice of the objective form for test items.  Several 

objective forms for test items were considered in prelimi- 

nary forms of the test, usually of the combined-response 

variety.  One form of test item consisted of a hypothetical 

classroom situation followed by three possible solutions 

and a list of reasons for the selection of a specific 

solution.  Plausible reasons were included for each potential 

solution.  First, the respondent would choose one solution. 

As a second step, the respondent would select one or more 

reasons for the solution from the list of six or more 

reasons.  The basic concept being applied was described in 

one of the reasons.  Requiring the person reacting to the 

test to choose the reasons for her decision was expected 

to provide added evidence of her ability to apply the 

concept. 
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The objective form which was considered most satis- 

factory was designed in a similar way.  The item was 

composed of a hypothetical classroom situation followed by 

statements of possible teacher behaviors.  An example of 

this form is as follows: 

I.  In your ninth-grade homemaking class, you have 
two pupils from the total of eighteen who are considered 
slow learners.  Determine the advisability of each of 
the following ways of nandling the homework assignments 
throughout the year under these circunstances. 

1. Give the whole class the same assignments, but 
ignore the grades on written assignments for the 
slow learners. 

2. Don't give the slow learners written assignments; 
let their classwork determine their grades. 

3. Give the slow learners performance activities to 
carry out at home while the other pupils have 
written assignments. 

I4..  Give all pupils performance activities to do at 
home, as well as written homeworK assignments. 

5. Allow some choice in the amount of homework to 
be turned in by each pupil, while encouraging them 
to do whatever they are capable of doing;  allow 
oral as well as written reports of these assignments. 

6. When giving written assignments, lower the amount 
required only for the slow learners. 

The person reacting to the test item was asked to 

imagine that she was the teacher and to respond to each 

statement by selecting one of five levels of response, the 

one nearest to the way she would behave if she were the 

teacher.  The five levels of response ranged from a position 

of strongly agreeing with the statement through a neutral 

position to that of strongly disagreeing with the behavioral 
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statement.  The code to responses was as follows: 

Strongly Agree 
Agree in General 
Uncertain 
Disagree in General 
Strongly Disagree 

The difference in this form of test item and the first one 

described was the importance of having the respondent react 

to every statement of behavior following a test situation 

on the above five-point scale.  Items were developed by the 

researcher and examined by specialists in home economics 

education to determine if the hypothetical situations and 

the statements of behavior expected from the teacher 

involved the use of the ten educational concepts. 

Responses to the trial form of the test.  A trial 

form of the test containing fifteen situations and 110 

statements of possible teacher or pupil behaviors was 

prepared.  The title of the test, "You Are There," was 

selected at this time.  Eight home economics supervising 

teachers were asked to participate in the study by respond- 

ing to the trial form of the test.  Each teacher was asked 

to react critically to the situations described and 

encouraged to write in any difficulty in responding to the 

test.  These comments were helpful in arranging the 

sequence of items, and clarifying directions as well as 

wording of the items. 
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III.     DEVELOPING  A   SCORING  KaY 

Three   specialists   in home   economics   education at 

The  Woman's   College,   University of North Carolina,   were 

asked to   serve   as   judges   for the  purpose  of  developing a 

scoring key.     They were  given inaependent copies  of  "You 

Are  There"   and an IBM answer   sneet  on whicn   to  record  their 

responses.     Their reactions  would  determine  wnat  the  correct 

response was   for each item for  the   scoring key  and which 

items should be  deleted.     Responses  of   the   three   judges 

were   summarized and analyzed  for evidence  that  they  agreed 

or  disagreed concerning  tne   correct level  at  which each 

item should be   checked.     Agreement was   defined as: 

1.     Unanimous  agreement of the   three   judges  at any 
of  the   five  levels  of response,   for example: 

ABODE 
(0)(0)(0)(0)(3) 

or ABODE 
(0)(3)(0)(0)(0) 

Agreement  on whether the   correct  response   should 
be   at  the  agree  or disagree   end of  the   scale, 
for example: 

A     B     C     D     E 
(1)(2)(0)(0)(0) 

or ABODE 
(0)(0)(0)(1)(2) 

3.  Agreement similar to 2 except that one judge 
was neutral in response, for example: 

ABODE    or    ABODE 
(0)(0)(1)(2)(0)        (1)(1)(1)(0)(0) 

Items to which tne judges responded in any of the above ways 

were accepted for the test. 

The test author met with tne committee of judges to 

review their reactions to the situations and behavioral 
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statements.     Items  on which they disagreed were   discussed. 

Examples   of items in which   judges  disagreea are   as   follows: 

ABCJJE or ABCDE 
(1)(0)(1)(1)(0) (0)(1)(1)(1)(0) 

or ABCDE 
(1)(0)(1)(0)(1) 

In  several   cases  a  judge  changed her reaction to   an item,   or 

the   item was  reworded in such a way   that   the   judges   could 

agree  on a  correct level  of response.     These  items  were 

retained.     In cases  where   the   judges  failed to   agree on 

responses  after  discussing  the   item,   that   item was  rejected. 

Nine of  the   110   items were  aiscaraed,   leaving 101 usable 

items.     Following revisions,   the  test was  multilithed  for 

mailing. 

An IBM answer  sheet was   selected  for use   in recording 

reactions   to   the   test.     Standardlzea  answer sheets facili- 

tated scoring of  large  numbers  of tests and promoted 

greater   accuracy in recording  responses.     A   copy of the 

scoring key is  included in the  Appendix,   page   107. 

A weight   of two points  was  arbitrarily assigned  the 

level  of response  to   fifty items upon which  the   judges 

unanimously agreed concerning  the   correct   level  of response.M- 

For  the   remaining fifty-one   items,   the levels  of response 

selected  by any of the   judges were  given a  weight  of one 

point.^     A response was  considered incorrect and received a 

weight of  zero  when no   judge  had responded   at  that 

particular level   of response.     A  copy of the 101 weighted 

^Cf.   ante,   p.   39. 5lbid. 
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correct responses is included in the Appendix, page 107. 

The total possible score for the test was 151.  Scoring 

stencils were prepared separately for odd and even numbered 

items to aid in the item analysis. 

IV.  SECURING RES^ONSiiS 

A sample of 150 home economics teachers in North 

Carolina, who were not already cooperating in another phase 

of the larger research project which included the present 

study, was selected using a random method.  The cooperation 

of both Negro and white vocational home economics teachers 

was solicited. 

A procedure was used for securing responses which 

would keep tne respondent anonymous, yet would facilitate 

follow-up measures.  Asking the teachers to remain anony- 

mous as they responded was an approach intended to promote 

frank and honest reactions to the items.  To each teacher 

was mailed a large envelope containing a copy of "You Are 

There,"5 an IBM answer sheet, a return envelope, a postcard, 

and a letter6 explaining the purpose of the study.  The 

postcard was addressed to the institution sponsoring the 

research, and the teacher was asked to mail the signed 

postcard at the same time that she mailed the unsigned IBM 

7 

6See Appendix, p. 91.      7See Appendix, p. IOI4.. 

°See Appendix, p. 103. 
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answer sheet.  When the postcard was returned, the teacher 

would not receive a follow-up reminaer to return the answer 

sheet, thus reducing the cost involved in the follow-up 

effort.  Since the test was mailea to the teachers late in 

the school year, only one reminaer was sent out requesting 

them to react to the test. 

The percentage of response was not expected to be 

high for a study of this nature. A total of 95 answer 

sheets was returned.  This response represented 63 per 

cent of the sample. 

V.  ANALYSIS OF TEST DATA 

The test was divided into two subtests of equal 

length using alternate responses.  Four scoring stencils, 

two for each subtest, were punched and each test was hand 

scored.  The total score was recorded on each answer sheet 

as the sura of the weighted correct responses on the two 

subtests. 

The coefficient of reliability was determined by 

correlating the scores on the two subtests and applying 

the Spearman-3rown modified formula.  The range, the mean, 

and the median were computed and the frequency distribution 

was determined. 

Flanagan's method of estimating (J in a bivariate 

normal population was used to determine the ability of each 
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item to  differentiate   between the upper 27 per cent   and  the 

lower 27  per cent of  the   teachers.     There   were  twenty  six 

teachers  in each of  the  two groups.     This  method is 

discussed by Walker and Lev."     The   score   on the   test  is   a 

continuous  variable,   and whether or not  the  teachers 

respond  correctly is   a dichotoraous  variable.     Values   of 

r can be   read from a   table prepared by Flanagan and 

recorded  in Walker and Lev.10     The proportion of  the upper 

and of the  lower groups who reacted correctly  to  each item 

was  computed before  referring  to   the   table.     The   values 

of r vary  from -1  to  +1.     Negative  values   indicate   that 

more  teachers in the   low than in  the high  group responded 

correctly.     Items  receiving negative   values  are   termed 

reversals.     Responses  were   accepted as having 

differentiated between the  groups   if the   coefficient   of 

correlation was   ,1$  or above. 

^Helen M.   Walker and Joseph  Lev,   Statistical- 
Inference   (New York:     Henry Holt   and Company,   LHb'5) t 
pp.   275-261. 

IQlbld.,   pp.   1+72-V75. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OP THE TEST 

An achievement test was developed in the area of home 

economics education to measure the ability of home economics 

teachers and college students to apply ten important 

educational concepts.  Data collected by administering the 

items to a sample of ninety-five nome economics teachers in 

North Carolina were analyzed as a basis for suggested 

improvements in the test.  The test consisted of fifteen 

situations, each followed by an average of seven possible 

reactions stated in terms of teacher or pupil behavior. 

Each of the 101 numbered statements following the hypothe- 

tical classroom situations was callea an item.  The teachers 

were asked to react to each item using a five-level code 

to responses, selecting one level of response for each item. 

The maximum score on the test was 151.  Scores 

ranged from 36 to 111, with a mean of 72, and a median of 

83.  The frequency distribution was positively skewed, 

indicating that more teachers in the group received scores 

above the mean than below it. 
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I.      RELIABILITY 

The   coefficient of reliability was  aetermined by 

correlating  scores  on the   odd  and  even halves  of the  test. 

The   test was divided into   two   subtests of equal   length by 

placing alternate items  in the   subtests.     The  resulting 

coefficient  of  reliability was   .65   for a  test one-half  the 

length of the   test.     The   Spearman-Brown modified formula 

was  appliea  to   estimate  the reliability of  the   entire  test. 

Reliability of  the  test was   .7t>. 

The   coefficient  of reliability of tne   present   test, 

.78,   is  relatively high for a   test of this nature.     It  is 

possible,  however,   that  it  can  be   further  increased.     One 

way   to  raise   the  reliability  is   to   lengthen the   test. 

Forty-five  minutes  to   over  90 minutes were  required   for 

teachers  to   complete   the  present  test.     Most  college   class 

periods   in North  Carolina are   no   longer than 50 minutes; 

therefore,   it   does not   seem aavisable  to   lengthen it. 

rowever,   an  alternate   way  to   increase reliability is   to 

substitute  new   items   for  those   omitted because   they   are not 

sufficiently  aiscriminating.     This may be   done  without 

increasing  the   length  of the   test.     Suggestions   of  this 

nature   were   included In the  recommendations   for revision 

of the   test. 

Another factor wnich affects the reliability of a 

test is clarity of directions. The only indication that 

the directions of this test were not clear was that five 
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teachers   omitted  a response.     This was  a   small number of 

omissions. 

II.     PROCEDURE FOR ITEM ANALYSIS 

An item analysis  was made using  a method developed 

by Flanagan and described by Walker and Lev.       This   is  a 

method for  computing r,   which  is   an estimate of P in a 

bivariate  normal population.     The   estimated   l** is   an 

expression of the   ability of each item to   differentiate 

between  the  27 per cent   who  obtained   the highest scores  and 

the  27 per  cent who  obtained   the   lowest   scores on the   test. 

Items were   arbitrarily  accepted as having   satisfactorily 

Differentiated between   these   two  groups   if  values  of r were 

.15 or above. 

After scoring,   the 95  tests  were   arranged in numerical 

order from the  lowest   to  the highest.     The   26  tests  having 

the highest   scores were   grouped  as  the upper 27 per  cent 

of the  95   sample  returns   and  the   26  tests having the  lowest 

scores were  grouped as   the  lower 27 per  cent.     Responses 

of the two groups were   tabulated   separately  as   a basis  for 

the   item analysis.     For   example,   responses   at the various 

■•■Helen M.   Walker  and Joseph Lev,   Statistical 
Inference   (New York:     Henry Holt  and Company,   1953),   PP. 
275-281. 
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levels to   Item 1   are  as   follows: 

ABODE 

Upper group       3 $ 1 7       10 

Lower group       2 8 k       10 1 

Correct   responses   to  this item are D and E. 

Two-way tables were   then constructed  to   show  the 

number and percentage  of persons  in  the upper and in  the 

lower group who  responded   correctly.     The  entries  in  the 

table   for Item 1   are: 

Number Per  cent 

Upper group 17 65 

Lower group 11 kk- 

These  proportions  were used to   secure  values   of r 

from a table  prepared by Flanagan and reported in Walker 

and Lev.2     The  r  values were  used to   determine how well  the 

item discriminated   between  the upper  and  lower groups. 

Data  for the remaining 100  items   were  similarly 

recorded. 

III.      METHODS OF REPORTING THE  ITEM ANALYSIS 

Results  of  the  item analysis  were  reported in Tables 

1  through  15.     Each table   contains  information for one 

situation  and   the   items  related  to  it.     Each  situation was 

discussed   separately.     From each table   the   following 

2Ibid.,   pp.   U72-U75'. 



information can be obtained:  the number of teachers in the 

high and in the low groups reacting correctly to each item 

and the r value, which is an expression of the degree to 

which each item differentiates between the two groups. 

Whenever an r value was below .llj., indicating lack of 

sufficient discrimination, this fact was indicated in the 

table with an asterisk (-::-) .  Items with negative r values 

are termed reversals.  More teachers in the low group than 

in the high group reacted correctly to these items. 

An indication of item difficulty may be obtained by 

considering the total number in the two groups who reacted 

correctly.  There were 52 teachers in the two groups, upper 

and lower.  Whenever the number of correct responses was 

low the item was considered to be difficult.  The few 

omissions of responses were not indicated in the tables, 

but were accounted for in the method used for estimating f  . 

IV.  RESULTS OP THE ITEM ANALYSIS 

The data in Table 1 indicate that five of the seven 

items in Test Situation I differentiate adequately between 

the two groups.  The r values of these five items ranged from 

.16 to .I4.6.  Item 2 was a reversal.  Most of the items 

appeared to be average in difficulty, Item 3 being the 

easiest in this test situation.  Item 6 was the most 

effective item in discriminating between the two groups. 



Test   Situation I   was designed  to involve  three  closely 

TABLE 1 

ANALYSIS  OP RESPONSES  OP UJr'PER  ANL  OP  LOVvc.R 
27   PER  CENT  OP  THE  TEACHERS:      SITUATION  I 

U9 

Item 
Number responaing correctly 
High Group     Low Group 

1 

2 

3 

k 

5 

6 

7 

17 

11 

2k 

19 

21 

23 

15 

11 .23 

15 -.18* 

21 .10* 

Ik .17 

17 .16 

13 ,M> 
8 .26 

^Indicates lack of sufficient discrimination. 

related concepts, numbered three, five and eight.3 They 

were stated as follows: 

Pupils should be guided to evaluate their own 
progress toward personal goals. 

A class should evaluate from time to time its 
progress toward group goals. 

The homemaking teacher should attempt to guide each 
pupil in such a way that his progress is satisfactory 
in relation to his initial skill and ability. 

3cf. ante, pp. 5,6. 



All   of  the items  in Test   Situation II,   Table  2 

differentiated adequately  between the   two  groups  except 

TABLE   2 

ANALYSIS  OP  RESPONSES  OF Ui^ER  AND  OP LO.. 
27   J^ER   CENT  OP THE TEACHERS:      SITUATION  II 

50 

Item 
Number Responding Correctly 
High Group     Low Group 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Ik 

15 

15 

15 

10 

21 

11 

18 

9 .20 

6 .37 

2 .58 

8 .05* 

7 .52 

1 .56 

9 .36 

^Indicates lack of sufficient discrimination. 

Item 11.  Items 10, 12, and 13 receivea r values above .50 

indicating that tney do an especially effective job of 

discriminating between the two groups.  The particular 

concepts involved in Test Situation II were numbers six 

and nine: 

A teacher should continuously evaluate her own 
progress as a person and as a teacher. 

Democratic procedures should be used in the homemaking 
classroom. 
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Five of the eleven items in Test Situation III, Table 

3, discriminated effectively between the two groups, 

TABLE 3 

ANALYSIS  OP RESi'ONSiiS OP  UPPER  AND  L0\fcR 
27   FER  CENT  OP THE TEACHERS:      SITUATION  III 

Item 
Number 
High G 

Respond 
roup 

ing 
Lc 

Correctly 
w Group r 

IS 25 23 .22 

16 10 12 -.10* 

17 21 19 .07* 

18 23 6 .60 

19 8 11 -.14* 

20 8 9 -.06s:- 

21 22 2k -.29* 

22 20 15 .20 

21 k 2 .16 

2k 16 k .50 

25 2k 2k -.13* 

♦Indicates   lack of sufficient  discrimination. 

especially  items   18  and 2k-     Five  of the   six items which 

did not discriminate  were   reversals.     Item 17 received an 

r value below   the   level  of acceptability.     The  test 

situation was   designed  to  involve   concepts   six and  ten: 
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A teacher should continuously evaluate her own 
progress as a person and as a teacner. 

In all areas of the homemaking program pupils should 
be stimulated to inaependent thinking. 

Items 27, 30, and 31 differentiated adequately 

between the upper and lower groups, as shown by the data in 

Table I4. for Test Situation IV.  Item 26 received an r value 

TABLE 1| 

ANALYSIS  OP RESPONSES OP UPPER  AND OF LOWER 
27  PER  GENT  OF THE  TEACHERS:      SITUATION  IV 

Item 
Number Responding Correctly 
High Group     Low Group 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

21 

2k 

16 

13 

22 

20 

18 .12* 

17 • 39 

16 .03* 

16 -.12* 

11+ .36 

13 .28 

vindicates lack of sufficient discrimination. 

of .12 which approaches the level of acceptability.  Item 

29 was a reversal.  The particular concept involved in this 

test was: 

In all areas of the homemaking program pupils should 
be stimulated to independent thinking. 
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Only Item 37 was given an r value indicating suffi- 

cient ability to differentiate between the two groups in 

Test Situation V, Table $.  The fact that a high number in 

TABLE 5 

ANALYSIS OP RESPONSES OP UPPER AND OP LOWER 
27 PER CENT OF THE TEACHERS:  SITUATION V 

Item 
Number Responding Correctly 
High Group     Low Group 

32 

33 

3k 

35 

36 

37 

38 

21 

8 

23 

19 

16 

11 

22 

21 0» 

7 .05 

22 .08* 

19 0 

21 -.23* 

k .31 

20 .08* 

^Indicates lack of sufficient discrimination. 

each group responded correctly to Items 32, 3l\.,   and 38 and 

the low r values suggested that the items were easy and 

lacking in ability to discriminate between the groups. 

Item 33 was difficult for persons in both groups and also 

was not discriminating.  The statement suggestea the use of 

grades as a motivation for pupil development in this 

situation, which is a common misconception among classroom 



teachers.  The fact that Item 3k  was more lengthy than other 

statements in the test may have caused many of the persons 

wno reactea to the test to guess that the reaction was 

desirable behavior for the teacher.  Item 36 was a reversal 

and may have been an ambiguous statement since there was a 

considerable difference of opinion among the judges 

concerning their reaction to the situation.  Test Situation 

V was designed to involve two particular concepts, one and 

four: 

Teaching methods   should be   selected  on the   basis  of 
their effectiveness   in bringing about   desired pupil 
development. 

The  homeraaking program should  deal  with attitudes, 
interests,   habits,   understandings   and  appreciations  as 
well as   abilities. 

All  of the  items   in Test   Situation VI,   Table   6, 

TABLE  6 

ANALYSIS OP RESPONSES OF UPPiiR AND OF LOWER 
27   PER   CENT  OF THE  TEACHERS:      SITUATION VI 

Item 
Number Responding Correctly 
High Group Low Group 

39 

kO 

k2 

k3 

kk 

8 

20 

1 

26 

25 

26 

3 .27 

8 .I4.6 

1 0# 

20 .55 

17 .50 

23 .1+3 

^Indicates   lack of   sufficient discrimination. 
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proved effective in differentiating between tne two groups, 

except Item [(.1.  Only one person in each group responded 

correctly to this item, a most unusual result.  The statement 

was lengthy and therefore may have falsely suggested that 

the behavior described was desirable, or it may be that 

telling pupils how to feel is a commonly accepted practice. 

The researcher believes there is no question about the 

correctness of the judges' decision that E  is the proper 

level of response.  Test Situation VI was designed to 

involve two particular concepts which read: 

Teaching methods should be selected on the basis of 
their effectiveness in bringing about desired pupil 
development. 

Discussions and other learning experiences in 
homemaking classes should help pupils to better 
understand their own behavior and the behavior of 
other people. 

All of the items in Test Situation VII, Table 7, 

diiferentiated adequately between the two groups, according 

to the data collected.  Most of the persons in the high 

scoring group reacted correctly to all the items, except 

Item lj.9, which seemed to be a more difficult statement 

for both groups.  Item 51 was especially effective as a 

discriminator between the two groups with an r value of .60. 

The test situation was designed to appraise a teacher's 

ability to apply concepts one, two, and five: 

Teaching methods should be selected on the basis of 
their effectiveness in bringing about desired pupil 
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development. 

Classroom activities should be provided which can 
carry over into tne pupil's personal and home 
experiences. 

A class should evaluate from time to time its progress 
toward personal goals. 

TABLE 7 

ANALYSIS  OF  hiiSrONSJiS OF UiVaR AND OF  LOWER 
27  ^ER  CENT OF THE  TOCHERS:      SITUATION  VII 

Item 
Number Responding Correctly 
High Group Low  Group 

45 

46 

47 

19 

22 

26 

25 

16 .17 

15 • 32 

24 .35 

17 • 49 

2 • 49 

19 .16 

10 .60 

49 

50 

51 

12 

23 

24 

In Table 0,   Test  Situation VIII,   the  only item which 

did not differentiate   adequately between  the   two   groups 

was  Item 53.     An equal  number of persons   in each group 

responded  correctly.     All persons in   the high scoring group 

responded  correctly  to   Item i?4-     Concept  one  which was 
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involved in this  test  situation was   stated: 

Teaching methods   should be   selectea on  the   basis  of 
their effectiveness   in bringing about  desired pupil 
development. 

TABLE 6 

ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES OF UPi'ER AND OF LOWER 
21  rER CENT OF THE TEAChERS:  SITUATION VIII 

Item 
Number Responding Correctly 
High Group     Low Group      r 

52 

53 

5k 

55 

21+ 

15 

26 

16 

21 • 35 

15 .Qk* 

22 • kk 

11 .20 

^Indicates lack of sufficient discrimination. 

The data collected for Test Situation IX, Table 9, 

revealed a wide range of r values, from -.27 to .69.  The 

items which discriminated adequately between the two groups 

were 57, 58, and 62.  Recorded r values for Items 56, 60, 

and 61 indicated that these items were reversals. Though 

Item 59 was not a reversal, the assigned r value was below 

the level of acceptability.  The most effective item 

following this test situation was Item 57 with an r value 

of .69.  This test situation involved concepts two and 
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eight: 

Classroom activities   should be proviaea  which can 
carry over  into   the  pupil's  personal   and home 
experiences. 

The  homemaking teacher should attempt   to  guide  each 
pupil   in such a way  that his  progress   is   satisfactory in 
relation to  his   initial   skill   and ability. 

TABLE 9 

ANALYSIS  OF  RESPONSES  OP Utrt.R AND OP  LOWER 
27  ^LK   CENT  0?  THE TiiAChERS:      SITUATION  IX 

Item 
Number Responding Correctly 
High Group     Low Group 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

9 

2k 

2k 

23 

9 

11 

25 

13 

7 

12 

22 

10 

18 

20 

-.20* 

.69 

.55 

.07* 

-.01|* 

-.27* 

.39 

vindicates lack of sufficient discrimination. 

Except for Item 66, which was a reversal, all the items 

in Test Situation X, Table 10, differentiated aoequately 

between the high and low scoring groups.  Item 63 was the 

most effective item and yet one of the least difficult items 



for  both groups of teachers.     Trie   number of correct 

TABLE  10 

ANALYSIS  OP RESPONSES  OP Ur^ER  AND  OP LOWER 
27 i'ER CENT OP THE TEACHERS:     SITUATION X 

60 

Item 
Number Responding Correctly 
High Group      Low Group 

63 

(>k 

65 

66 

67 

26 

10 

10 

20 

2k 

23 .k2 

5 .25 

6 .19 

2k -.27* 

22 .21 

vindicates lack of sufficient discrimination. 

responses in each group indicatea that Items 6I4. and 65 were 

the most difficult items.  The concept which was involved 

in this test situation reaas: 

Classroom activities should be provided wnich can 
carry over into the pupil's personal and nome 
experiences. 

Each item following Test Situation XI, Table 11, 

differentiated adequately between the two groups with the 

exception of Item 69.  Item 69 was easy for persons in both 

groups and was not discriminating.  Items 71 and 71+ were 

the most difficult items according to the total number of 

correct responses.  The most aiscriminating item was Item 73 



with an r value  of  .44.     The  concepts which   the  test 

TABLE 11 

ANALYSIS  OP RESPONSES  OP UPPER  AND OP LOti 
27  PER   CENT  OP   EHE TEACHERS:      SITUATION  XI 

61 

Item 
Number Responaing 
High Group     Lc 

Correctly 
w Group r 

66 7 2 .31 

69 26 25 0-::- 

70 20 10 .39 

71 16 6 • 39 

72 2k- 20 .23 

73 21 10 .hh 

Ik 11 6 .23 

75 22 15 .31 

^Indicates   lack  of sufficient discrimination. 

situation was  designed to  involve,   numbers  nine   and  ten, 

are  stated: 

Democratic  procedures should  be used  in  the 
horaemaking  classroom. 

In  all   areas of the homemaking program pupils   should 
be   stimulated  to  independent  thinking. 

All   the  items in Test Situation XII,   Table   12, 

differentiated adequately between the   two groups,   except 

Items 76  and 77-     The   judges  agreed that   both items   were 
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expressions  of unoesirable  behavior  for the  teacher in this 

situation.     An especially effective  item related  to   this 

test situation was  Item 79.     The   concept  involved in Test 

Situation XII   was   stated as   follows: 

The homemaking program shoulc   aeal  with attitudes, 
interests,   habits,   understandings   and appreciations   as 
well   as abilities. 

TABLE 12 

ANALYSIS  OP RESPONSES  OP UPPER  AND OF LOWER 
27   PER   CENT  OP THE   TEACHERS:      SITUATION XII 

Item 
Number Responding Correctly 
High Group     Low Group      r 

76 

77 

78 

79 

60 

81 

18 

6 

19 

25 

2$ 

2k 

18 .02* 

8 -.11* 

8 •ip- 

9 .70 

22 .29 

15 •k$ 

^Indicates lack of sufficient discrimination. 

The data recorded in Table 13 for Test Situation XIII 

indicate that all of the statements of reactions, 82 through 

6ti, differentiatea effectively between the high and low 

scoring groups.  Two of the items, numbered 66 and 87, 

proved to be especially effective in Discriminating between 
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the two groups and did, in fact, receive the highest r 

values recorded for any item in the test.  The particular 

TABLE 13 

ANALYSIS OF  RttSfONSES  OP UfPER  AND OF LO.. 
27  PiiR  CENT  OF THE  TEACHERS:      SITUATION XIII 

Item 
Number Responding Correctly 
High Group     Low Group 

82 

83 

Qk 

85 

86 

87 

88 

k 
22 

k 
23 

22 

23 

17 

2 .18 

12 .kl 

2 .18 

5 .69 

2 .75 

2 .78 

2 .63 

concepts whicn were involved in the test situation were 

numbers one, four and seven.  They are stated as follows: 

Teaching methoas should be selected on the basis of 
their effectiveness in cringing about aesired pupil 
development. 

The homemaking program shoula deal with attitudes, 
interests, habits, understandings and appreciations as 
well as abilities. 

Liscussions and other learning experiences in 
homemaking classes should help pupils to better 
understand their own benavior and the benavior of other 
people. 

Another unusually effective group of items was tne 
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group   following Test  Situation XiV,   Table   14.     The   r values 

TABLE llj. 

ANALYSIS  OP RESPONSES  OF UPPER  AND OF  LOWiiR 
27  PER   CENT OF THE  TEACHERS:      SITUATION XIV 

Item 
Number Responding Correctly 
High Group     Low Group 

«9 16 

90 9 

91 19 

92 23 

93 17 

9k 10 

95 2k 

96 11 

3 .55 

k .27 

2 .69 

17 .37 

5 .50 

1 .Sk 

ik .58 

3 .1+1 

ranged from .27 to .69 indicating that all of the statements 

discriminated adequately between the two groups.  The test 

situation was followed by several items which were apparently 

difficult for members of both groups, but especially for the 

persons in the low scoring group.  The test situation was 

designed to involve concept six whicn was stated: 

A teacher should continuously evaluate her own 
progress as a person and as a teacher. 

The data collected for the last test situation, 



number XV,   Table   15,   indicate  that  two   of the  five   items 

TABLE 15 

ANALYSIS  OP  RESPONSES OF UPr^R  AND  OP LOWtR 
27  PLR   C;iNT  OP  THE  TEACHERS:      SITUATION  XV 

65 

Item 
Number Responding Correctly 
High Group     Low Group 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

9 19 -.38* 

17 18 -.01* 

16 6 .lj.0 

11 13 -.08* 

13 5 .35 

vindicates  lack  of sufficient discrimination. 

discriminated adequately between the  two  groups.     The other 

tnree   items,   numbered 97,   98,   and 100 were   reversals.     The 

concept  which  this   situation was  aesigned   to involve was 

stated: 

The homemaking teacher should attempt   to  guide  each 
pupil  in  such  a way   that nis progress   is  satisfactory 
in relation  to his  initial  skill and ability. 

Thirty-one  items,   out of  the  total   101,   did not 

discriminate   between the  high ana  low scoring groups at   the 

.15 level.     Three  of  the   fifteen  test situations   contained 

items   all   of which discriminated at  the   desired  level.     In 

five  of  the   test   situations  only one item did not 
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discriminate. In two of the situations, two items failed to 

discriminate adequately, and in the two remaining situations 

six items   did  not  differentiate  between the  two groups. 

TABLE  16 

NUMBER OP ITEMS HAVING r VALUES 
ABOVE AND BELOW .15 

Test Situation r = .15 or Above r = .lij. or Below 

I 5 2 

II 6 1 

III 5 6 

IV 3 3 

V l 6 

VI 5 1 

VII 7 0 

VIII 3 1 

IX 3 k 

X k 1 

XI 7 1 

XII k 2 

XIII 7 0 

XIV 8 0 

XV 2 3 

Total 70 31 
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REVISION OP THE TEST 

Procedure for revision.  The researcher prepared two 

revisions of the test for further test analysis.  The first 

revision, designated as Form A, contained all the items 

which were not reversals.  Items with r values between .00 

and .15 seem to add little to tne discriminating power of 

the test, but they do help the respondent to consider a 

number of possible reactions to the test situations. 

Whenever fewer than four items could be retained for a test 

situation, the entire test situation was omitted.  A 

maximum score for each test situation in the first revision 

of the test, Form A, and a new total score were recorded. 

The second revision of the test, Form 3, was an 

effort to retain some items which the researcher believed 

to have merit if the items were reworded or the scoring of 

the items modified.  The test is in the earliest stages of 

development and further group reactions are recommended 

before certain items are discarded as being ineffective. 

Whether an item with an r value of .1^ or below was retained 

in this revision was determined by examining the empirical 

data secured from the sample of 95 home economic teachers. 

The r values recorded in the tables presented witn the item 

analysis are based solely on the scoring key developed by 

the three judges.  Frequently all of the judges agreed with 

an item, but two of them marked A, strongly agree, and one 
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of them marked B, agree in general.  In this case a respon- 

aent received one point for marking either A or B ana was 

credited with responding correctly in the item analysis. 

In several items better discrimination between the upper 

and lower group could be achieved by considering A as the 

only correct response.  This does not change the decision 

of the three judges witn respect to the desirability or 

undesirability of the stated behavior, but improves the 

effectiveness of the test item by narrowing or broadening 

the number of acceptable levels of response for any given 

item.  An illustration of a typical item which was treated 

in this manner was Item 25.  Both level A and level B 

were accepted as correct in the first scoring key and the 

recommendation was to accept level A only in a modified 

scoring key. 

Upper 27 per cent 

Lower 27 per cent 

Correct Responses 
Original Key 

2k 

2k 

Correct Responses 
Modified Key 

17 

8 

The r value for Item 25 would be .3k  if the modified scoring 

Key were accepted, indicating satisfactory discrimination 

between the two groups. 

Proposed cnanges in the scoring key might involve 

inclusion of the C (middle or neutral) level of response as 

a correct answer, but could not result in accepting levels 
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of response on both sides of the neutral position on the 

scale.  To illustrate a typical item revision, the following 

steps might be helpful. 

Step 1.  Select an item assigned an r value below the 
level of acceptability (noted by an asterisk in tables). 

examples: 

Item 21 

Item 38 

Present r Value 

-.29 

.08 

Step 2.  Examine the empirical data for the item 
for suggested trends in both the high and low scoring 
groups toward broadening or narrowing the correct 
levels of response. 

example: 

Item 21 

Upper group 

Lower group 

B 

v  13 

3 13 

0 

8 

D  E 

3 

l 

1 

0 

In the original scoring key, levels A, B, and C were the 
correct levels of response.  It may be observed, that the 
high scoring group chose levels A and B, omitting C 
entirely whereas one third of the low scoring group 
chose level C. 

Step 3.  Select for the revised key the level(s) of 
response favored by the upper group and recora the new 
total number of correct responses for each group 
according to the accepted change. 

Example: 

Item 21 

Upper group 

Lower group 

A      (G Omitted)   Total Correct 

9  13      X 22 

3  13      X 16 
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Step i+.  Calculate the proportion of the group who 
responded correctly and record these. 

Item 21 

Upper group 

Lower group 

Total 
Correct 

22 

16 

Total   Number 
of Responses 

26 

2$ 

Proportion 

61|..6 

61j..O 

Step 5« Use these proportions to calculate a new r 
value for the item based on the modified scoring key. 
In this example the new r value is .27. & value which 
is above .15, the level of acceptability. 

Step 6.  Record the suggested changes in the scoring 
key. 

This procedure was followed to recommend revisions in 

the scoring key for other items.  In cases where following 

the procedure aid not result in a new r value above .15, 

the item was further examined to see whether a minor change 

in wording might improve the discriminating power of the 

item.  Discussion of these reworded statements will be 

presented.  The researcher suggests that at least five items 

be used with each test situation in future trials, and 

recommendations for improvements included this consideration. 

Items which were assigned r values lower than the criterion 

of acceptability, .15, and which could not be improved in 

effectiveness through the above methods were discarded. 

Results of the test revision.  The first revisea 

form of the test contained thirteen test situations 

followed by a range of four to eight items.  Test Situations 
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V and XV were omitted.  Within other test situations the 

following fourteen items were discarded as being ineffec- 

tive in discriminating between the two groups:  2, 16, 19, 

20, 21, 25, 29, lj.1, 56, 60, 61, 66, 69, and 77. The total 

possible score for each test situation for this revision of 

the test, Form A is recorded in Table 17.  A maximum score 

of 119 resulted when the 75 items were retained. 

Form B, the second revised form of the test, contained 

reworded items and a modified scoring key for certain other 

items.  All items included in Form A were included in Form 

B.  Items which were retained, items discarded in each test 

situation, and the modification of the scoring key for speci- 

fic items will be discussed.  Whenever substitutions were 

recommended for ineffective items, these were includea in 

the discussion of the test situation. 

The reversal following Test Situation I, Item 2, 

could not be improved by either of the methods described 

earlier and the item was discarded (Table 1, page ^9) . 

Six of the eleven items in Test Situation III 

received r values below .15 (Table 3, Page 5D.  Five of 

these six items were discarded in the first revision of 

the test, Form A.  No changes were recommended for Items 

19 and 20, and they were also omitted in the second 

revision, Form B.  Item 16 was retained because it approached 

an effective level of discrimination, with an r value of 
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,12, if response levels A and 3 were accepted as correct 

TABLE 17 

SUMMARY OF  .DECISIONS  CONCERNING 
ITEMS  IN  RLVISjiD  FORM  A 

Test 
Situa- 
tion ft 

Items 
Retained 

Items 
Dis- 
carded 

Possible  Score 
for Items 
Retained 

I 6 1 9 

II 7 0 13 

III 6 5 10 

IV 5 l 8 

VI 5 l 6 

VII 7 0 11 

VIII k 0 5 
IX k 3 6 

X k l 5 
XI 7 l n 

XII 5 l 8 

XIII 7 0 12 

XIV 8 0 15 

Totals 75 1* 119 

#Test  Situations V   and XV were   discaraed. 

responses.     Level A is  in the   same  direction on the   scale  as 
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3, the choice of the judges, and would increase the number 

of correct responses in the upper scoring group to 21 as 

compared to 16 in the lower group.  Item 21 haa an 

acceptable r value of .27 if the C level, the neutral level 

of response, was not given credit as being correct.  This 

change reduced the number of correct responses in the lower 

group to 16, while the 22 in the upper group remained 

constant.  In Item 25, the discriminating power was much 

improved with an r value of .3^ by considering response 

level A the only correct response. 

The items in Test Situation IV (Table l±,  page 52), 

which were examined for possible changes, were Items 26 and 

29.  Item 26, which received an r value of .12, received an 

improved r value of .15 when C was omitted as a correct 

response.  This change in the scoring key was recommended. 

Item 29 was a reversal, but approached the level of 

acceptability with a change in the scoring key. The r 

value became .13 when the C level of response was omitted, 

and the A level of response was included.  The modification 

was recommended for the scoring key to retain five items 

in this test situation for future group reactions. 

Only Item 37 was given an r value indicating 

sufficient ability to differentiate between the two groups 

in Test Situation V (Table 5, page 53).  The researcher 

believed that the hypothetical situation had potential 

value and suggested that it be retained in Form B.  Item 32 
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was omitted since it was non-discriminating and no improve- 

ments resulted from a cnange in scoring.  Item 33 was 

difficult for persons in both groups and also lacked 

sufficient ability to differentiate between the two groups. 

The statement suggested the use of grades as a motivation 

for pupil development in this situation, which is a common 

misconception among classroom teachers.  The researcher 

suggested that this item be retained to get another group 

reaction before it is discarded as being ineffective, 

since this is an especially important application of 

concepts numbered one and four.  If the judges had limited 

the correct response to Item J,k  to A, the r value would 

become ./j.2.  This change was recommended.  For Item 35, the 

r value would be changed to .27 if the correct response 

were limited to A.  Item 38 was accepted, also, with a 

new r value of .L\.b,   by narrowing the correct response to 

the A level.  On the basis of the empirical data the 

researcher suggested that Items 33, 3k>   35, 37, and 38 

in Test Situation V be retained for future group reactions. 

Only one item, number 1+1, was examined for possible 

changes in Test Situation VI.  The reactions to this item 

(Table 6, page $k)   indicated that it was the most difficult 

item in the test.  The researcher recommended that the 

following item be substituted for k^--   "Discuss the 

desirable behaviors they observed; then role play the 

situation again to see if pupils have changed in the 
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direction of more mature behavior, especially Phyllis." 

With the suggested revision of the item statement the 

scoring key was changed to indicate that A was now the 

correct level of response. 

All of the items in Test Situation VII (Table 7, 

page 57) differentiated adequately between the two groups, 

ana no revisions were necessary. 

The only item in Test Situation VIII which did not 

differentiate adequately between the two groups was Item 

53 (Table 8, page 5b).     An equal number of persons in each 

group responded correctly.  The researcher suggested that 

the item might be improved by rewording the statement to 

read, "Allow the slow learners to substitute other 

activities for written homework assignments."  This 

statement was substituted for Item 53> with D and h, as the 

correct levels of response.  Item 55 which received an r 

value of .20 might be improved by making two statements 

from the original one, since the length of the statement 

rr.ay have helped the responcent guess that the behavior 

was desirable.  The researcher's suggestion for tnese two 

statements was:  "Allow some choice in tne amount of 

nomework to be turneo in by each pupil, while encouraging 

them to do as much as they are capable of doing," and, 

"Allow oral as well as written reports of the assignments." 

The A level of response would be considered correct for 

each of tnese statements. 
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The recorced r values for Items 56 and 60 in Test 

Situation IX (Table 9, page 59) indicate that these items 

ere reversals.  The researcher would not recommend improve- 

ments for either of them.  The discriminating power of 

Item 61, which was also a reversal, was improved with a 

new r value of ,2l\.  omitting response level G, and accepting 

response levels A and B as the correct ones.  Item $9 

received a new r value of .lj.0 by limiting the correct 

level of response to A.  With the recommended changes, 

there were five items in the test situation. 

Item 66 in Test Situation X was a reversal with an 

r value of -.27 (Table 10, page 60).  The r value became 

.29, however, when A was considered the only correct level 

of response.  Two of the three judges selected A. 

Modification of the scoring key was recommended 

for only one item in Test Situation XI,(Table 11, page 61). 

Narrowing the scoring key to accept A as the only correct 

level of response for Item 69 resulteo in an r value of 

.67 indicating a high degree of discrimination between 

the two groups. 

Test Situation XII contained two items, 76 and 77, 

which did not differentiate adequately between the two 

groups, (Table 12, page 62).  There was no apparent reason 

for these reactions and no suggestions for improvement 

were made at this time.  Item 77 was also discarded in 

revised Form B.  The researcher suggested that Item 76 be 
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retained for one more group reaction before it is discarded 

as being ineffective, giving a total of five items for this 

test situation. 

All the items in Test Situations XIII (Table 13, 

page 63) and XIV (Table llj., page bi\.)   were effective in 

discriminating between the two groups.  These were included 

in tnis revision of the test without changes. 

Three items, numberea 97, 96, and 100, were all 

reversals in Test Situation XV (Table 15, page 65).  This 

test situation was dropped in the first revision of the 

test, Form A.  For the second revision, the scoring key 

was modified for Items 97, 98, and 100, based on the 

empirical data.  The r value for Item 97 became .39 when 

A was accepted as the only correct level of response. 

Item 98 received an r value of .15 when £ was the only 

acceptable level of response.  Item 100 was also improved 

in discriminating power by narrowing the correct levels 

of response to A and B, omitting C.  With this suggested 

change in the scoring key, the item received an r value 

of .30. 

The researcher recommended revisions in the scoring 

key based on the empirical data for fourteen items.  Four 

statements were reworcea and recommended on the basis of 

the improvements to be used with this second revision of 

the test in future trials.  At least five items for each 
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TABLE  16 

SUMMARY  OP DECISIONS CONCERNING 
ITEMS  IN htVISED FORM  B 

Test Items Items 
Situation Retained       biscarded 

Possible   Score   for 
Items  Retained 
(Modified Key) 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

VII 

VIII 

IX 

X 

XI 

XII 

XIII 

XIV 

XV 

Totals 

6 l 

7 0 

9 2 

6 0 

5 2 

6 0 

7 0 

5 * 0 

5 2 

5 0 

8 0 

5 1 

7 0 

8 0 

5 0 

9k 

9 

13 

11+ 

9 

9 

8 

11 

8 

8 

7 

13 

8 

12 

15 

9 

15U 

ttltem 55 was  divided into   two  statements, 
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test situation were included in Form B.  Several items 

retained would not add to the discriminating ability of 

the test, but they might increase the effectiveness of 

the other items in the test situations.  For eight items 

(Numbers 2, 19, 20, 32, 36, 56, 60, and 77) the researcher 

made no suggested improvements and these items were 

omitted from both revisions of the test.  The scoring key 

for Form 3 resulted in a maximum score of l5i+«  The total 

number of items in this revised form of the test was 

ninety-two. 



ChAPTER V 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of this  study was  to develop an 

achievement  test  to measure  a home   economics  teacher1s 

ability  to  apply  ten basic concepts   in home economics 

education.     Each concept was   defined in terms of behavioral 

implications   for the  teacher and pupils  as   a preliminary 

step  in item construction.     The  "verbalized behavior"  type 

of achievement   test was   selected as  most appropriate   for 

securing  evidence   of a  teacher's ability to  apply her 

knowledge   and  comprehension of the   basic  concepts. 

The   researcher designed hypothetical   classroom 

situations involving an opportunity   to  apply one  or more 

of the  ten selected concepts.     These   situations  followed 

by open-end questions were given to   college  students 

majoring in home  economics eoucation.     Subjective  responses 

of students were used  to   aevelop a  list of ways  that   the 

teacher or  the  pupils might  behave  in each situation.     Some 

of the   behaviors  were   desirable  and   some were unaesirable 

from the   standpoint of applying  the   concepts.     These 

hypothetical   situations were  examined by  specialists  in 

home   economics   education  to  insure  appropriate  content 
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as well as   effective wording  and desired level  of difficulty. 

The resulting numDer of hypothetical  classroom situations 

and behavioral   statements were   further refined as   test 

situations  and items for  the  objective  form of  the   test, 

"You Are There.'* 

The   tryout form of  the   test contained fifteen 

situations   and 110  behavioral   statements,   called items.     A 

five-level   code   to responses was used   to guide   the   respondent 

in reacting  to each  item,   and responses were recoraed on IBM 

answer   sheets.     The   tryout  form of the  test was   submitted 

to   eight home  economics   supervising  teachers in an area 

surrounding Greensboro,   North Carolina to   see if the   test 

was  appropriate  in length,   if the directions were  clear, 

and if  the  wording of the   test   situations was   clear. 

The   scoring key was  developed by  summarizing the 

responses of  three   judges  who  were   specialists in home 

economics education at the Woman's College, University 

of  North Carolina.     The   judges  met  as  a  committee with 

the  researcher to  discuss   the   items on which they had 

disagreed and revisions were   suggested.     The  five  levels 

of response  were weighted  for each item according to  the 

agreement of  the   judges.     As  a  result,   the   test nad  a 

total possible  score  of 1$1.     There  were  fifteen test 

situations  and 101 items  in the   copy of "You Are  There" 

which was multilithed for mailing. 

A   sample was   selected of 150 home  economics   teachers 
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in North Carolina who had not  already  been asked to 

cooperate   in other research projects  during the 1960-61 

school year.     The  sample   included both Negro  and white 

vocational  home   economics   teachers.     A large  envelope 

was  mailed to each  teacher containing  a copy of "You Are 

There",   an IBM answer  sheet,   a  return envelope,   a postcard 

and a letter explaining  the purpose of  the   test.     A  total 

of 95 unsigned  answer  sheets was   returned,   giving a 63 

per cent  response,   with only one   follow-up effort. 

The   test   was  divided into   two   subtests   of equal 

length using alternate responses,   and each  test was hand 

scored.     The   total   score  was  recorded on each   answer sheet 

as   the   sum of the weighted   correct responses on  tne  two 

subtests. 

The  coefficient of  reliability was  determined by 

correlating  the   scores on  the   two   subtests   and  applying 

the   Spearman-Brown modified formula.     The   coefficient 

of reliability was   .78,   which is   relatively high for a 

test   of  this nature.     Scores  ranged from 36  to   111,   with a 

mean  of 72,   and  a median of 83.     The frequency   distribution 

was  positively skewed,   indicating  that more   teachers  in 

the  group  received scores   above  the mean  than below  it. 

An  item analysis  was made   of the   responses of the 

twenty-six  teachers  in each of the  upper and lower 27 per 

cent   of the  group.     Items  were  considered as  differentiating 

adequately between these   two groups  if the value  of r was 
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found to   be   .15 or above. 

Thirty-one   items,   out   of the   total  101,   aid not 

aiscriminate   between the high and low   scoring groups  at   the 

.15   level.     From the  total   fifteen  test  situations,   three 

situations  contained items  all of which discriminated at 

the  aesirea level.     In  five  of  the  test  situations  only 

one  item  did not  discriminate   effectively.     In two   situations, 

four items  failed  to discriminate   adequately,   and in the   two 

remaining  situations,   six items   did not  Differentiate 

between the two groups. 

Two  revisions of   the   test  were   recommended for 

further test analysis.     Revised  Form A was  identical   with 

the   form used in the  present  study  except  that  two  test 

situations  and  all  items   which were   reversals  were  omitted. 

Items  which were  not  reversals  and yet had r  values  which 

were   below   .15  were retained.     These  items have   some  value 

when used with  a  sufficient number of other  items   to 

appraise  the concept  being  tested  in the hypothetical 

classroom situation.     This   form of the   test   contained  75 

items,   and had a maximum  score   of 119. 

The   second revision of the   test,   Form B,   was  an 

effort  to retain   some  items  which were  discarded on Form A 

and which the researcher believed  to have merit if the   items 

were reworded or  the   scoring of items modified.     Four 

statements  were  reworded and recommended  for inclusion in 

Form B.     On  the basis   of the  empirical  data,   secured from 
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the sample of 9i? home economics teachers, modifications in 

the scoring key were recommenaea for fourteen items,  night 

items were aiscaraea because it was not possible to improve 

the discriminating power of the item by either of the 

methoas described.  A total of fifteen situations ana 

ninety-four items were included in Form 3 ana the maximum 

score was lSk-» 

The test is in the earliest stages of development 

and the following steps are recommended for improvement: 

1. Develop several new test situations and items 

to replace those which were omitted in Form A.  Test 

reliability is related to length of the test, ana a 

longer test than the revised form may be completed 

in the same time allotted for the test in the present 

study. 

2. Develop a scoring key in which there are three 

rather tnan five levels of response to each item. 

3. Submit Form A and Form 3 to a new sample of 

teachers.  Score Form B twice, once on the Form B 

key developed by the researcher and again on the key 

with three levels of response. 

t±.     Compute a coefficient of reliability for Form 

A, Form B, and for Form B scored as though there were 

three levels of response. 

5.  Analyze the items in each form, including the 

new items. 



6. Select from the revised forms of the test the 

one having the highest reliability and discriminating 

power. 

7. Submit the test selected above to a new and 

larger sample of home economics teachers.  Prepare 

freo_uency distributions and percentile ranks of their 

scores to be used as norms in interpreting future 

scores. 

The researcher suggests that the final test could 

serve many useful purposes for home economics teacher 

eaucators.  The test is recommended for use as an evaluation 

device to measure progress of the student in methods courses 

and student teaching.  If the students have haa aaequate 

opportunities to develop the ability to apply each of the 

ten concepts, the test should secure evidence of this 

learning. 

The final test is recommended for use as a teaching 

aid to emphasize the behavioral implications of the basic 

concepts throughout a course in Methods of Teaching.  Single 

test situations or a combination of two or more situations 

may be used at various times in a college class. 

The final test would be useful, also, in the work 

of area supervisors.  The test could be administered to 

individual teachers or groups of teachers to help them 

recognize their strengths and needs as a basis for improving 
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their teaching.  A further potential value of the test 

would be to help supervisors in identifying some teachers 

who might become effective supervising teachers. 

An evaluation uevice of this nature could serve a 

further purpose in home economics education.  Responses of 

teachers-in-service would be indicative of some of the kinas 

of help teachers need in graduate courses and would aid in 

planning these programs of instruction. 
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YOU ARE THERE 

The  situations  described   in   the   test are   like   those which some   teachers 
have met.     After each   situation,   there  is a   list  of  statements describing   the 
choices which might be  available   to   the   teacher ia meeting  the  situation.     You 
are asked   to  assume   the   role  of   the   teacher and make decisions on   the basis  of 
vour own beliefs as   if   "You Are There."    The    way you really would  react   is   the 
"right"  answer  for you. 

Instructions: 

1. There are   15  situations and 101   items   in   this   test.     Respond   to every 
item on   the  printed answer  sheet. 

2. Be  frank and honest.     Avoid a  reaction   that you might make   to an  item 
just because  you   think you ought   to.     This would defeat   the purpose 

of   the   test. 

3. Consider each item  by  itself,   forgetting about  your   response   to other 
items.     You do not  have   to  be  consistent. 

4. In  situations where  you cannot   base your   response  on  experience, 
answer   the way you   think you would  react. 

5. Blacken only one  answer  space  for each   item,   the one  closest   to  the 

way you  feel. 

CODE TO RESPONSES 
B    C     D    E 

If  you   Strongly Agree,   blacken  space A ■ II   I I I I   N 

If  you Agree   in General,   blacken  space B I I ■   I I I I   I  I 

If you  are  Uncertain,   blacken  space C II III I I   I  I 

If you  Disagree  in General,   blacken   space  D. . I I |I   II III 

If you  Strongly  Disagree,   blacken  space E I | | |   | | III 
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11.     The pupils  seem  to  depend on   the opinions  of   several   leaders   in 

the   class. 
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12. "I  didn't  know Suzi  had   so many good ideas   till   she   worked   in a 
group with me." 

13. "Nancy  seems   to be  awfully prejudiced,   but  I  can understand why 
after what  she  said  today  in   class." 

14. "I'm glad we  don't   have   to   listen   to   lectures   in   this  class   very 
often.      I'm more   interested   in working out our own  solutions   to 
the   problems we discuss." 
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HI.  One day as your Homemaking II class is dismissed after taking a written test 
covering the entire foods unit, you over-hear a pupil say,  "Why does Mrs. 

always give true-false tests? Doesn't she know how to do any- 
thing else?" Rate each of the following ways a teacher might react in such 
a situation. 

15. Notice which pupil made the comment and lower her grade on the 
test. 

16. Plan a way to secure further anonymous suggestions from pupils 
about methods of evaluating their progress. 

17. Check with all other teachers to see if the critical pupil 
makes such comments in their classes. 

18  Read for more information on how to measure pupil progress and 
revise your tests applying new methods and techniques. 

19. Make your next test of completion items. 

20. Omit true-false items on future tests. 

21. Ask students to design likely test items and draw ideas from 

these as you design a test. 

22. Ignore such remarks made by pupils. 

23. Compare your testing techniques with those of other teachers 
to determine the effectiveness of your tests. 

24. Consider taking a course in evaluation when you next return 
to college for a summer session. 

for improvements of their work in class. 
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92 

A--Strongly Agree 
C--Uncertain 

B--Agree in General 
D--Disagree in General 

II 

E--Stronelv   Disagree 

In a second year homemaking class, you are preparing for a unit in clothing 
construction. Each of your pupils has made a cotton skirt and blouse, and 
each one is now planning to construct a simple dress. As their teacher you 
are responsible for seeing that each pupil makes reasonable progress during 
this unit. How would you rate each of the following ways of measuring this 
progress? 

1. Give written  quizzes  and   tests   throughout   the  unit,   one as  each 
step  in  construction   is  accomplished. 

2. Give  some   paper and   pencil   tests with  the   items  constructed  to 
measure   their  understanding of  the   techniques and  principles 
being  taught. 

3. Guide   the   pupils  in   keeping  personal   progress   records   throughout 
the  unit,   to  be used with the   final   evaluation  of   the   garment. 

4. Pause   for discussions of   progress   in  relation   to   the original 
goals and  objectives  during   the unit of work,   discussions both 
with   individuals and with  the   class  as a  group. 

5. Set up a  class   progress   chart   listing each pupil's name   to  be 
displayed  and  used   throughout   the unit. 

6. Allow pupils   to  share  in  planning   the evaluation  devices   to be 
used   to measure  their progress,   including   the   final   score card. 

7. Guide  pupils   in outlining  their plans of work and   in  summarizing 
their progress   regularly.     Read  their  reports  carefully. 

You have  been   trying  to  develop a democratic  atmosphere   in  your   classroom 
during   the  first  semester of   the   school  year  in your Homemaking   I  class. 
As  you evaluate   the   success   of your efforts,   rate   the  following  observations 
and   comments according   to  the   extent   to which you agree  or disagree with 
their desirability. 

8. The  pupils   sometimes   disagree  with you and with  each other,   and 
offer suggestions  freely. 

9. Leadership   in   the  class  and   in  small   groups often  changes  from 
one  pupil   to another. 

10.     "We  seem   to be working each other harder   than   if Miss   
were making all   the  assignments." 

11. 
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11. The pupils seem to depend on the opinions of several leaders in 
the class. 

12. "I didn't know Suzi had so many good ideas till she worked in a 
group wi th me." 

13. "Nancy seems to be awfully prejudiced, but I can understand why 
after what she said today in class." 

14. "I'm glad we don't have to listen to lectures in this class very 
often.  I'm more interested in working out our own solutions to 
the problems we discuss." 

[II,  One day as your Homemaking II class is dismissed after taking a written test 
covering the entire foods unit, you over-hear a pupil say,  "Why does Mrs. 
  always give true-false tests?  Doesn't she know how to do any- 
thing else?"  Rate each of the following ways a teacher might react in such 
a situation. 

15. Notice which pupil made the comment and lower her grade on the 
test. 

16. Plan a way to secure further anonymous suggestions from pupils 
about methods of evaluating their progress. 

17. Check with all other teachers to see if the critical pupil 
makes such comments in their classes. 

18. Read for more information on how to measure pupil progress and 
revise your tests applying new methods and techniques. 

19. Make your next test of completion items. 

20. Omit true-false items on future tests. 

21. Ask students to design likely test items and draw ideas from 
these as you design a test. 

22. Ignore such remarks made by pupils. 

23. Compare your testing techniques with those of other teachers 
to determine the effectiveness of your tests. 

24. Consider taking a course in evaluation when you next return 
to college for a summer session. 

25. Consider having pupils think about things that they do in 
Homemaking II which are helpful to them and give suggestions 
for improvements of their work in class. 
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CODE TO RESPONSES 
9k 

A--Strongly Agree 
C--Uncertain 

B--Agree in General 
D--Disagree in General 

E--Strongly Disagree 

During a class discussion in your Homemaking II class, several pupils dis- 
agreed with a statement in one of their textbooks which one member of the 
class quoted as a correct answer.  As the teacher, rate the following ex- 
amples of possible reactions. 

26. Encourage the pupils to accept the statement since it is stated 
by an authority in print. 

27. Encourage the pupils to see if further information is available 
before deciding to accept or reject the statement. 

28. Let the matter go, since there will always be differences of 
opinion anyway. 

29. Compliment the pupils who disagreed for being so observant. 

30. Reprimand the pupils who disagree to discourage any further 
class interruptions of this nature. 

31. Tell the class you will check for further available information 
so they won't have to bother wasting class time. 

One member of your Homemaking I class opposes every suggestion made by other 
members of the class, especially on the days when goals are outlined for a 
unit.  You have noticed that she refuses to cooperate in the activities the 
group undertakes.  However, she hands in all assignments on time and does 
excellent work on an individual basis.  How would you rate each of the 
following ways her teacher could handle the situation? 

32. Let her alone for fear of antagonizing her further. 

33. Tell her that an essential part of her grade depends upon 
cooperation with other members of the class, and she will 
have to cooperate. 

34. Have the whole class plan and carry out an activity in 
small groups, assigning groups at random and using a class- 
developed set of criteria for evaluating ways of working 
together. 6 

35. In early experiences in small groups allow her to work 
with the few class members she prefers as companions. 

VII. 
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36. Give her more individual tasks than the other members of 
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37. Encourage   her   to work with someone  she  prefers  on an out-of-class 

activity   related   to   the unit  being  studied,  and  jointly present 
their  findings   to   the class as  a whole. 

38. Allow her   to be  your assistant  during a class   demonstration,  and 
point   out   the ways  she  is helping you,   with  sincere   comments. 

VI.    Your Homemaking  I  class   is studying a unit on  child care.     You have noticed 
that  one   pupil,   named Phyllis,   does  not   like  small   children.     As  your pupils 
are   leaving  class one day,   you hear Phyllis comment   to  another pupil,   "I 
don't   see   anything   so wonderful  about having a   little  sister. Mine  is a 
pest,   and my  folks  always  take  up for her whenever we argue." As  you con- 
tinue   to   develop your unit of work,   consider   the worth  of each of   the 
following approaches. 

39. Avoid  classroom discussions   to  prevent pupils   from becoming 
too   emotionally  involved with   the  remarks being made. 

40. Encourage   pupils   to  act  out  their feelings and  points of 
view   in   skits  and   role-playing  situations. 

41. Following   the   role-playing situations   in  class,   tell   the 
pupils how  they  should feel   about  little brothers and  sisters; 
then   role-play   the  situations   again   to see if   pupils   practice 
these  feelings,   especially Phyllis. 

42. Include   test   items  having some problem-solving  situations  for 
interpreting   the  behavior of   the persons   involved. 

43. Invite  some   parents    to  bring   small   children   to class   for a 
directed   experience  with your  pupils. 

44       Arrange   for  the  class   to observe young children at  play, 
perhaps   in a nursery or kindergarten   school,   and plan  tor 
a class discussion of  their observations the  following day. 

VII.    During several   conferences with your first year homemaking pupi   s you dis 
cove/that many of   them  have  one  or more of   their 8«ndparent.   living with 
them.     Sometimes   these  pupils   complain   to you   that  their 8™n^P«ent8 are 
shocked at   things   they  do and   that   ideas  pressed by   the grandparents are 
only old-fashioned.     These differences   in points of ^"^.^^A^ 
problem  for  some of   their families.     As   you guide your   class   in  ££ing  ".e 
goals and  objectives   for a unit on   family  relations    you are   ™°d£^*r 
these    conferences   and   pupil   comments.      Rate  each of thfol law ng |ss£g- 
objectives   that you  considered   in  planning  this  unit with  respect 
importance   in   changing pupil   attitudes   toward older oeople. 
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96 

A--Strongly Agree 
C--Uncertain 

B--Agree   in General 
D--Disagree   in General 

E--Strongly   Disagree 

45. Develop desirable  attitudes   toward   elderly members   of  our 
family and  society  in  general. 

46. Increase  our  interest and understandings   of   the needs of 
older people. 

47. Increase our ability  to  understand and   remember what 
authorities  say  about  problems   in   three-generation 
families. 

48. Develop a  greater willingness   to  compromise   in  areas of 
conflict with  grandparents. 

Rate  each of   the  following ways   to achieve   the most   important  of   the above 
objectives: 

49. Invite  elderly  persons   to  visit your classroom and   contribute 
their opinions  on well-chosen   topics. 

50. Have class members interview grandparents or elderly people 
on   some well-chosen   topic. 

51. Provide classroom opportunities for pupils to act out their 
feelings and points of view in mock-family situations using 
skits and   role-playing   techniques. 
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VIII.     In your ninth-grade homemaking class,   you have   two   pupils   from   the   total of 
eighteen who are  considered   slow  learners.     Determine   the  advisability of 
each of   the following ways   of handling   the homework  assignments   throughout 
the year under  these  circumstances. 

52. Don't  give   the   slow  learners  written assignments. 

53. Give   the  slow  learners   realistic  activities   to  carry  out  at 
home while   the other pupils  have written assignments. 

54. Give all   pupils   realistic activities   to do  at  home,   as well 
as written  homework assignments. 

55. Allow  some  choice   in   the amount  of  homework   to   be  turned   in 
by  each pupil,   while  encouraging   them   to  do whatever   thev are 
capable of  doing;   allow oral  as well   as written   reports  of 
these assignments. 
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IX  Your Homemaking III class is in the second week of a unit on family relations. 
You are concerned about Linda, one ot the juniors, because she is und< 
achieving.  She had an A-average during her freshman and sophoni.      is, and 
started this year making B's and C's on several quizzes.  You overheard her 
best friend, Gail, telling her that, "The only way you'll ever interest Freddy 
is to play dumb so he'll think he's smarter."  Linda is average in appearance, 
and doesn't seem to have a lot of poise.  React to the following ways you 
might help Linda. 

56. Assign Linda and Gail to separate groups whenever possible 
for class activities. 

57. During a conference with Linda, seek to discover other possible 
reasons for her lowered grades. 

58. Invite a panel of high school pupils, including boys and girls, 
to discuss the topic, "The Qualities I Admire Most ir. Others." 

59. Invite several successful homemakers to participate in a panel 
discussion on the topic, "What Characteristics Are Needed Most 
by Today's Homemakers." 

60. Advise Linda to choose her friends with more care and to try 
for good grades no matter what boys think. 

61. Have a "Glamour Clinic" to give the pupils some practical help 
on how to make themselves more attractive. 

62. Suggest that Gail and Linda do a survey of the opinions held 
by the high school boys in response to the question,  What 
traits do you think are most important for a high school girl 

to possess?" 
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X. One of the units to be included in your second semester of H«m  gl 
housing and you have been planning some of the classroom experiences you 
might Include.  Most of your pupils come from low-middle class homes.  Rate 
the following classroom experiences which you find are possible. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

saws ss stsws &SE55-. and present information in forms of reports, both oral and 

Use classroom kits of scaled models of «—^£**S Tr^m 
arrangements and have each pupil apply «*e" £  Js   iod. 
in her own home, sharing results during a later 

Spend part of the time allowed for ^"ji^^aeSn^aSs^0" 

^^^^^^^~^^^  - - Car- 
out their plans as home experiences. 1 
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A--Strongly Agree 
C--Uncertain 

B--Agree in General 
D--Disagree in General 

E--Strongly Disagree 

XI.  As a learning experience for a unit on child developmemt your Homemaking II 
class would like to have a play school for one or two mornings.  This is a 
new idea to your pupils, and to the parents in the community who would be 
asked to bring their pre-school aged children.  Rate each of the following 
approaches in planning for this classroom experience. 

68. Prepare a written outline for the pupils of the responsibilities 
they would assume and divide the class into groups according to 
their interests in these responsibilities. 

69. Help the class decide which committees are needed. 

70. Allow the class to decide what things are important in committee 
work and grade girls on the basis of these criteria. 

71. Prepare a bibliography for the various problems to be solved in 
relation to the nursery school experience, citing references in 
pamphlets, magazines, books, and texts.  Have as many of these 
references on hand as possible. 

72. Work with each committee, helping them only when you see that 
they need a clue about how to proceed or when they are settling 
on an inferior plan. 

73. Plan the program yourself and delegate the responsibilities to 
your pupils. 

74. Leave the planning to your pupils, offering suggestions only 
when asked to do so. 

75. Ask class members to choose the chairman for each committee--- 
planning, arrangements, evaluating, etc.---considering 
abilities of class members. 

XII Your Homemaking I class is studying the various customs and beliefs of 
different cultures in a unit of family relations.  Only one girl in your 
class, named Ericka, is of a different culture.  She has not been accepted 
too well by other class members.  As Ericka's teacher, how would you rate 
each of the following examples of possible reactions to this situation? 

76. Ignore the fact that Ericka is of a different culture. 

77. Avoid drawing unnecessary attention to Ericka during this unit. 

78. Discuss with the class that there are differences in cultures, 
and that each of us has to learn to accept ways in which we 
are different. 
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79. Prepare   for   this unit   by  letting  Ericka assist   in  classroom 
activities which bring  recognition   for her good points. 

80. Take  advantage of  Ericka's  difference   in  cultural   background 
and  help  her   interpret   her culture   to   the  class. 

81. Discuss with   the  class  differences   in  cultures and help them 
to   see   that  members   of  every  culture  have  important  contri- 
butions   to  make   to our American way of   life. 
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XIII.    Yesterday  your Homemaking II  class observed a group of  fifteen  four-year- 
olds  playing  in   the nursery  school over a period of  30 minutes.     This   is 
the   second week of   study  in   their child care  unit.     During  the  observation 
period   they   saw Tommy   ride  his   tricycle  into   Bobby's     block-castle and 
demolish  it,   and   then   bump Bobby with   the   tricycle.     Tommy made  no apology 
for   this  behavior,   but   rode off   immediately on  the   tricycle.     How would 
you choose  from among   the following ways of  using   this observation  today 
in  class? 

82. Give   each  pupil a   list  of basic  understandings concerning 
four-year-olds as  a  basis  for discussiDg  their observations. 

83. Begin   the   class  period  by commenting on your own  evaluation 
of  how  the nursery   school   teacher  handled   the above  situation. 

84. Begin   the   class with a period of   supervised  study of a chapter 
in  the   text   related   to  behavior of pre-school  children;   then 
allow part  of   the  period   to  be  used   for discussion of   their 
own observations. 

85. Have   several   groups  of  class members   role-play  the above 
situation,   each group   showing how   they   think  they might 
handle   the   situation   should   it  occur  in   their own  play 
school. 

86. Assuming   that your class did   the   role-playing,   follow  this 
with  a discussion of   how small   children develop habits. 

87. Assuming   that   your  class did   the   role-playing,   follow   this 
with a discussion of  how some   things  in  the  environment and 
background  of a child may  cause  him  to  be aggressive. 

88. Lead  your  class   to  say what   they believe about   the "whys"  of 
behavior  in   small   children   (to  state   some  principles  about 
understanding children). 

uni t. 

k 
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A--Strongly 
C--Uncertain 

gree B--Agree  in  General 
D-- Disagree   in General 

E--Strongly   Disagree 

XIV.       You have observed   that   several   of your classes  seem   to be noisy and  rest- 
less,   especially  your Homemaking  II   class.     Several   pupils   have neglected 
their  homework assignments and  several others are   beginning   to waste class 
time with "little"   conversations.     Rate  each of  the   following ways you 
could   react   to  this   situation. 

89. Provide  opportunities   for  pupils   to offer   suggestions  for 
class activities. 

90. Use more  discipline  during   the   class and   set  up higher 
standards  of   conduct  for   the pupils. 

91. Have more   individual  and  small   group  conferences   to 
determine   the needs and  interests of   the   pupils. 

92. Vary your   teaching methods  whenever possible. 

93. Consider   taking an advanced course   in   the  area     of   the 
teaching of  home  economics  when   you   return  for  summer 
school  work. 

94. Ask your area  home  economics supervisor   to arrange a 
visit   to  help you analyze   the situation and offer 
suggestions   to  you. 

95. Put  up with  the   situation   since  all   pupils are   restless 
and  somewhat   lacking in  interest   in   school   work. 

96. Recognize   that   since you are conscious of   your  problem, 
you are  growing as a   teacher. 
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XV. From a   diagnostic   survey of  sewing experience  you   learn   that   18 of  the 2U 
pupils   m  your Homemaking   I   class  have had  almost no   experience with 
machine   sewing.     There are   two  pupils who   have   constructed   several   garments, 
including a wool   skirt.     As   you develop  tentative  classroom experiences for 
a   unit   in  clothing,   rate  each  of   the   following ways  of applying   the findings 
trom your survey. ° 

97.     Ask  your more experienced   pupils   to assist   you with 
construction demonstrations  and   to  help other pupils 
with   their problems. 

98'     fofrh   th* exPerienced  P"Pils more  often as  examples 
for   the  other members  of   the  class   to  follow. 
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99.  Schedule individual and small group conferences for the 
purpose of giving more individual guidance and evaluating 
each pupil's progress, being sure to include all pupils 
eventually. 

100. Allow the more experienced pupils to select their own 
patterns, but choose a basic pattern for the beginning 
sewers. 

101. Allow each pupil to choose her pattern from a limited 
range of patterns which you have previewed with them 
during class. 

THANK    YOU! 

We appreciate  your cooperation  in   the 

development of   this   test. 
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THE WOMAN'S  COLLEGE 
OF THE  UNIVERSITY OF  NORTH  CAROLINA 

GREENSBORO 103 

SCHOOL OF   HOME   ECONOMIC! 

YOU ARE THERE 

Yes, you are a home economics teacher right now. For this reason 
you are in the best position to let us know how teachers on the job re- 
spond   to   the   enclosed   test. 

The   test  has   been designed   to measure a  student's ability   to 
apply   the educational   principles   taught   in  her methods   courses.      It   is 
still   in   the   process of  development  and   is   the   subject  of   research  for 
my graduate  degree   in  home economics education.     Many   steps are   involved 
in developing   such a   test and we  can do no more  until   we have  your  re- 
actions   to what  has  been done  so  far. 

How can   you  help?     By giving your honest  and frank  reaction   to 
each   item of   the  enclosed  test as  you assume   the   role  of   the   teacher. 
Your experience   in   teaching home economics will   be  valuable  in   helping 
us  to   check  the quality of each item and  in  securing a measure  of   re- 
liability.     We   hope   that you will   send  it   back without  your name on   the 
answer  sheet.     However,   we need  to know which  teachers   respond  early  so 
we will  not  bother   them with a  reminder.     For  this  reason  apost   card  is 

enclosed. 

How  soon?     Probably you do not have   the   time   today,   for your plans 
have  been made   to   include other  important activities.     We ask   that  you 
look  over your  calendar and select  a convenient   time  within   the  next ten 
days  when you   can  give   the   test  your undivided attention. 

What  do   we want  back?     First,   the answer  sheet,   folded and  placed 
in  the~er^losed  envelope which has   been  self-addressed and   stamped. 
Second,   the  enclosed post  card   letting us know you have mailed   the answer 

sheet. 

Last  request:     May we ask again  that  you choose   your   time  and place 
for  thi7~p"rofessional  opportunity within   the next   ten  da^s  and   that  you 
keep   the  date?     Thank you.     Good-bye until   then. 

Hildegarde  Johnson 
Professor of  Home   Economics   Education 

Marjorie Cooper 
Graduate Assistant 
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POSTCARD 

Dear 

When you received our letter and an enclosed 
test a few days ago, you probably had your 
schedule well filled with end of the year activ- 
ities.  Let us reassure you that your responses 
to the test are important.  Again we urge you to 
take time to give us the benefit of your exper- 
ience as you respond to each item.  We want only 
the unsigned answer sheet returned, and the card 
notifying us of your cooperation.  Thank you again 
for taking time to pretend that "You Are There." 

5-22-61 

Hilaegarde  Johnson, 
Professor of Home  Economics  Education 
Marjorie   Cooper, 
Graduate Assistant 
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